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FOREWORD 
Today we have an urgent need for increasing agricultural production. 

It is not however an easy task. Achievements depend on the concerted efforts 
of millions of cultivators. Before they make the required efforts, they have 
to be motivated adequately regarding the need for, and methods of improved 

~~tivation. Demonstration of improved practices in the fields of cultivators 
I one of the most valuable devices for putting across new ideas of better 

tivation. But its success depends on the correct use of the demonstration 
hod. 

This survey was undertaken to find out how effective the demonstration 
method has been in Gujarat State. The results of the survey are not 
encouraging. It is now up to the Department o~ Agriculture and the 
Community Development Organisation to see that the demonstration 
method is used properly so that it can be effective. 

I congratulate the Bureau of Economics & Statistics on carrying out 
this useful survey in a competent manner. . 

Ahmedabad, 18th March 1963. 
V. ISVARAN, 

Chief Secretary to the 
Govemmcnt of Gujarat. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

:Object: 

1.1. Demonstration plots laid on the cultivators' field& are .an. important 
plank in the propagation of improved agricultural. practices. The practi

.cability of- improved practices, whether these .be improved ·teeds, .use of 

. chemical fertilisers, pesticides, or the use of improved cultutal practices. is 
sought to be demonstrated on the cultivators' fields under· this programme. 
after these have been well established on the research farms and in field 
trials. . The benefits flowing from the adoption ·of these improved practices 
are· also thus demonstrated on the cultivator's fields. The Ford Foundation 

. Experts' Report on India's Food Crisis and Steps to Meet it, has mentioned 
that ''the Indian farmer bases his decisions on what in his mind bas· been 
clearly · proven to work. Related to the low literacy rate in· India . is . the 
cultivator's ·difficulty and distrust in dealing with abstract ideas. from 'Word 
. of mouth or the printed page. His experience world, his world of proof, 
. is what he can actually see and experience. Thus the demolliltration~ when 
properly carried out, should provide a successful· educational .experience~. 
A cultivator is. thus likely to be more readily convinced if he has the bene
fit of seeing a demonstration plot than· through lectures, pamphlets,· resolu
tions in the Panchayats, or even through watching the results of. adoption 
of these practices on Government farms where conditions are more con
trollable and favourable than in his field. Therefore. ·the· same· beneficial 
results are sought to be demonstrated on some cultivator's fields, ·where 
conditions are equally less controllable or have more or less the same set 
of circumstances. : , 

1.2. ·However, the demonstration plots programme to be succesSful must 
fulfil . certain requirements. Even ·with a cooperative cultivator who ·-per
mits a demonstration plot to be laid on his field, the results this programme 
seeks to. achieve ma7 not be achieved in the absenCe· of p~per attitude 
and effort on the part of the extension agency. . Proper approach to the 
cultivators to whom improved practices are sought to be demonstrated: 
appropriate timings of visits: group visits: explaining the benefits thfough 
property maintained account~; location d the ~lot in phces where cultivators 
would be well incli11ed to go when v:sits are arranged, or when I'! cultivator takes 
a trip alone or i'l " grou'l without the Village Level WNker accompany
ing; follow-up of the visits at the appropriate time - these and similar 
conditions must be fulfilled before cultivators can be expected' to visit 'the 
demonstration plots and later on. to adopt these methods on their own 
fields. Again, supply of materials at the · proper time and·. in adequate 
.quantum. and willingness of the extension agency to extend technical assi-

H-1817-1. 
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stance to the owners of the demonstration plots would help bring out the 
maximum benefits following from the adoption of improved practices as 
against the traditional practices. 

1.3. Having regard to the importance of this programme and of the 
need to fulfil certain conditions before it can be expected to yield dividends 
in the terms of wider acceptance of propagated practices, lhe Government 
desired that an evaluation survey should be taken up by the Bureau of 
Economics and Statistics with a view to assess the impact of this • pro
gramme on the acceptance of improved practices and to ascertain reasons 
for non-acceptance, if any. 

1.4. It _must be stressed here that in the present survey the Qbject bas 
been to evaluate the impact of the demonstration plots orogramme from 
the angle of extension work and not from a technical angle of the 
appropriateness of a certain crop-type combination at a given place, or 
whether technical advice given and materials supplied were of the right 
kind and so on. A second limitation is that it bas not been the object to 
measure in quantitative terms, the quantum of benefits derived through 
adoption of improved practices as compared to the returns accruing under 
. the traditional methods; or in terms of the quantum of expected benefits 
against actual benefits accruing on the demonstration plots. Quantitative 
aspects have been largely omitted from the questionnaires and even though 
at one place - in questionnaire 3 - actual yields accruing from improved 
practices plot and •check' plots were to be recorded, no attempt has been 
made to analyse the data, primarily because accounts of yield records, 
out-of-pocket expenditures, etc., have been conspicuously lacking. 

Sampling Design : 

1.5. There were in all 110 Stage I and II blocks (or 134 C. P. A. 
pattern blocks) in the State when the survey was planned. These blocks 
were classified into following five groups or strata according to the number 
of years they were in existence: (i) Stratum I: Stage I blocks which were 
in existence for less than one year. (ii) Stratum II: Stage I blocks which 
were in existence for one year or more but for less than 3 years. (iii} Stratum 
III: Stage I blocks which were 1n existence for 3 years or more. (iv) 
Stratum IV: Stage II blocks which were in existence for less than 2 years 
and (v) Stratum V: Stage ll blocks which were in existence for 2 years 
or more. 

1.6. 22 blocks (i.e. 20 percent) were selected for the o;urv~y by syste
matic sampling, selection being independent in each stratum. In each 
stratum the number of blocks to be selected was approximatclJ 20 percent 
of thl" wtal number of blocks in the respective stratum. rrom the selected 
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blocks VLW circles were selected at random. The number of VLW circles 
to be selected in a block was determined according to the size of tile block as 
follows. 

Size in terms of CPA. 
pattern blocks 

Upto 1.S 
l.S to 2.S 
2.S to 3.S 

No. of VL W circles to 
be selected 

2 
3 
4 

In a selected VL W circle two villages were selected. One was the VL W 
headquarter village, whereas the other was selected at random from the 
remaifi:ing villages in the VL W circle. 

1.7. In the selected villages, a list of all the cultivators normally resid· 
ing in the village was prepared by house to house inquiry, and from this 
list. names of cultivators who had an agricultural demonstration plot dur· 
ing the years 1960-61, 1961-62 or both ,were omitted. Similarly, the names 
of the five selected knowledgeable cultivators who were t~ be canvassed 
Questionnaire 2 were omitted for the purposes of the frame for selection 
of cultivators within the selected villages. From this frame for each selec
ted village. ten cultivators were selected at random. 

The selection of blocks, villa,~tes. etc .• is shown below. for each stratum. 

. Stratum Total No . No. of No. of No. of No. of No. of No. of 
of Blocks Blocks Villages Cultiva- know led- owners VLWs 

Stage selected selected tors se- geable ofdem· selected 
[I & II) lected Cultiva- onstrati· 

tors se- on plots. 
lected 

I 12 2 10 100 so 2 s 
II 12 2 10 100 , so 18 s 
III 43 9 42 418 210 64 21 

IV 33 7- 36 3S9 177 47 18 

v 10 2 8 74 30 3 4 

Total •• 110 22 106 1051 Sl7 134 53 

Estimation : 

1.8. As explained in section 3.2, no elaborate estimation procedure has 
been used to get unbiased estimates. What bas been done is to pool the 
data for the 1051 selected cultivators for the analysis of Q-1; 
for 517 knowledgeable cultivators for the analysis of Q-2; for 134 
demonstration plot holders for the analysis of Q-3, and for S3 
VLWs for the analysis of Q-4. Random sampling bas been re- · 
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sorted . to get a. representative sample of villages, cultivators, owners 
of. demonstration plots and the VLWs without any bias entering 
into the 'selection. For the selection of knowledgeable cultivators 
subjective element has, however, entered, since no definite criterion of 
'knowledgeability' was fixed before selection in order to construct a frame 
for selection. However, for the sake of completeness, oobiased estimates 
for a few: characteristics .have been worked out in Appendix I . . 

. 1.9. The llD;biased estimates worked out illustrate that they are generally 
of· the same order a:p.d in quite a number of cases, the statistical· estimates . 
~derline the observations made in this report even more. em_t:'hatically. 

· Q~est_ionnaires : 

1;10~: Four. different Questionnaires were. canvassed to four different . 
categories · of persons as follows : 

. ·(I}, Questionnaire 1 {Q-1): This questionnaire was canvassed to the. 
ten selected cultivators in each of the selected villages. 

(2) Questionnaire 2· (Q-2): This questionnaire was canvassed to the 
five selected knowledgeable cultivators for each of the selected villages. 

(3) Questionnaire 3 (Q-3): This questionnaire was canvassed to the 
cultivators of. selected villages who had demonstration plots in their 
fields in 1960-61~ 1961-62 or both the years. 

(4) Questionnaire 4 (Q-4): This questionnaire was canvassed to the 
VLWs of selected VLW circles. 

Specimen of the four questionnaires canvassed in the survey are given in 
the Appendix II. 

Field Agency : 

1.11. The Statistical Assistants in the Block Development Offices can
vassed all the four schedules. In ·the selected blocks in which · Statistical· 
Assistants were not in position the work was entrusted either to the leave 
reserv.e Statistical AEsistants or. to the Statistical Assistants of neighbouring 
blocks.· The District Statistical Officers of the respective districts carried · 
out technical supervision and also kept a watch on the progress of the 
survey. . In. addition. supervision was also carried out from the Bureau's 
Head .. Office. The District Statistical Officers were imparted · instructions 
iri the canvassing of 'the questionnaires and they, in turn, imparted training 
to the Statistical Assistants in the blocks. 



Duratioa ·of tbe SlllTeJ : 

1.12. The field work. of tho survey. was started on' 15th. Nev-embec~' 
1961 and was completed by 15th March. 1962. The field work took 
longer time than expected because in some selected blocks. Statistical Assi-. 
stants were not in position· and the work had to . bo carriei out . through\ 
Statistical Assistants of neighbouring blocks. 

Tabulatioa : 

1.13. The tabulation of Q-1 and Q-2 data upto the block level was 
taken up by the District Statistical Officers and thereafter the block level 
tabulations were consolidated in the Bureau. Questionnaires 3 and 4 were 
completely tabulated in the Bureau. 

Coverage: 

1.14. As explained in section 1.5. Stage I and Stage II Blocks in the 
State were covered by this surve--J. Thus. the P. E. S .• and the M. D. Ps .• 
were excluded from the scope of the survey. As such. in all 106 villages 
out of a total of 13878 villages in the State were covered. accounting for 
96.18.000 of the rural population of the State. Urban areas of the Jllocks 
were also excluded from· the scope of the surve--J. ' 

US. The survey covered the period of 1960-61 and a portion cf 1961· 
62 till the date of visit by the questioner to the respondent. Since the 
major part of the survey was carried out from December 1961 to Febru
ary 1962. it can be stated that so far as 1961-62 is concerned. much of 
the rabi season of that year was also covered. For instance. a cultivator who 
had seen improved practices demonstration plot in 1960-61 rabi season 
could firmly report about their acceptance in the rabi seasou of 1961-62. 
Similarly. a large percentage of cultivators who bad seen rabi season•s 
demonstration plots in 1961-62 would be in a position to reply whether 
they intend to accept some of these practices in 1962-63. It is. however. 
true that the 1961-62 coverage will not be as complete as for the year 
1960-61. 

Scheme of the Report : 

1.16. The report gives in Section I the introductory details regarding 
objects of the survey. its sampling design. estimation pr\Xedure. question· 
naire pattern. etc. In Section n. a summary of the main results of the 
analysis of data collected by field enquiries is given. This summary also incor
porates concluding remarks. Sections III to VI contain detailed analysis 
of the data available through Questionnaires 1 to 4 respectively. Thus 
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Section III is based on the data collected from 1051 cultivators; Section IV 
covers 517 knowledgeable cultivators; Section V gives the views end re
actions of 134 owners of the owners of demonstration plots and Section VI 
analyses the replies given by the VLWs in Q-~. At the end of the main 
report.· details. of estimation procedure are given in Appendix I. This 
Appendix also gives Statistical estimates in respect of certain characteristics 
analysed in the main report. Appendix II gives the fasdmiles· of question· 
naires 1 to 4. 
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2. SUMMARY OF RESULTS 

2.1. The summary of results, analysed in sections 3 to 6 is an attempt 
to bring the various aspects of the programme of demonstration plots into 
focus at one place. Observations made in this chapter are based on the 
analysis that follows and for details the reader will have to peruse the 
main reporL Furthermore, while the later chapters analyse the data col• 
lected through the different questionnaires separately for each of the four 
questionnaires. the summary seeks to present the synthesis of the main re
sults _available in the different sections, aspect by aspect Thus. summary 
starts with the description of the spread of demonstration plots and pro
ceeds to describe the various aspects like the selection of pl(lts and tech
nical and material assistance, knowledge of demonstration plots, visits to 
demonstration plots, acceptance of the programme and practices, mainte
nance of records and accounts, and follow-up, and ends with some con
cluding observations that readily emerge out of this study. 

Spread of Demonstration Plot! : 

2.2. Analysis of Q-3 shows that out of 106 selected villnges. demonstra
tion plots were found in 1960-61 in 39 villages - 27 out of 52 VLW 
headquarter villages and 12 out of 54 'other' villages - and in 1961-62, 
in 48 villages - 32 out of 52 vr;w headquarter villages and 16 out of 
54 'other' villages. Thus in 1960-61, I out of 2 VLW headquarter villages 
had at least one demonstration plot whereas in the other vHtages, 2 out of 
9 villages had at least one demonstration plot The oosition t.ad improved 
somewhat in 1961-62. The average number of demonstration plots per 
VLW headquarter was. however, substantially higher, 1'-c::ing 1.1 in 1960-61 
and l.S in 1961-62 as against 0.22 for both these years in other villages. The 
averages per VLW headquarter village reporting a demonstration plot had 
increased from 2.1 in 1960-61 to 2.4 in 1961-62 whereas in the case other 
villages it had decreased from 1.8 in 1960-61 to 1.4 in 1961-62. Although. 
therefore, the coverage of villages had increased in 1961-62 as compared 
to 1960-61, there was greater concentration of activity of laying demonstra· 
tion plots in VLW headquarter villages in 1Q6J.()l than in 1960-61 and 
the reverse was the case for other villages. It is also to be observed that 
by 1961-62, the target of having at least one demonstration plot in a VLW 
headquarter village had remained unfulfilled, only 8 out of 13 such ,-illages 
reporting a demonstration plot in that year. · 

2.~. Obviously. cultivators having larger holdings had got· relatively 
· spealtin~. larger share of the demonstration piJt'i. But one also finds that 
sma~J cultivators had not been left out in •he selection of cultivators in 
\vtoose holdings these plots were to be laid. ~bst of the cultivators selected 
t-y the block agenc-1 for this purpose bad !.ome !;Ort of a status and reco
gnition, and only 14 percent were without any specific status. 
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Section m is based on the data collected from 1051. cultivators; Section IV 
covers 517 knowledgeable cultivators; Section V gives the views end re
actions of 134 owners of the owners of demonstration plots and Section VI 
analyses the replies given by the VLWs in Q-~. At the end of the main 
reporl:, · details. of estimation procedure are given in Appendix I. This 
Appendix also gives Statistical estimates in respec~ of certain · characteristics 
analysed in the main report. Appendix II gives the fasdmiles· of question• 
naires 1 to 4. 
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2.6. Although about three-fourths of the VLWs have stated that super· 
vision of plots is being done by higher level officerS. their general ~pinion 

··appears to be that it needs intensification. Two-thirds of these replic:s:.~g
gest intensification of supervision by the Extension Officer (Atriculture): 
about 18 percent of the_ replies suggest intensification by· the Block Deve

-lopment Officers and about 13 percent indicate that the District AgrlcuJ· 
-~ Officers sboul~ intensify the~ supervisi9~ .. ~e 1 fact '! ~ a . qc 

·number of VLWs are feeling the need of intensification.pf ~ion .. of , ' ' ' ' . ' . 

· ~emonsttation plots by . the Extension Officer (Agriculture)., who , are. the 
· ioimediate technical experts available. shows that whatever ·supervision· is 
now being done by these officers ma7 not be of the type. from , whiCh~~ 

'iarge nUmber of owners of plots can derive as much benefit of tecluiicil 
guidance as the VLWs would expect them to derive. It may be that more 
technical guidance is made available indirectly in the form of instructions 
and advice transmitted through _the VLWs.-

• .. • • •. . ••• • - 4 • \: '1. "I ~ ! ~"" 

-2.7.' There is 5ooie ilidication to suggest .that a 's.iiaiJ,er. perCentage (81 
tierce~t) of owners of demonstration plots received tecluiical guidance :ill 
19611i2 thim in l960-61. (94 percent). furthermore. Buch ·guidance u \\~ 
reeeived ·was Confined. more. or less to initial_ operations. of. the manner. in 
'which demonstration plots . were to be laid. eic .• ' and .little or no . gUidanCe 
was available regarding_ d_oses of fertilizers. their. timings of applications. 

f4 ~ • ' • ' 1 • • • 

treatment of improved seeds and such other factors. 
. . . . . ·. . -.. . . . • •• ~ . ,,,. ~ ~ ' ; : ~.. !" ·. . .. ,:~ 

2.8. Well over 8() pe~nt, of the cultivate?[$ of. de.monstratic;~n plots haVC! 
repo~ that they r~ived ~aterial . assistance. in,. the, .s.ha~ i of fe~ers. 
improved seeds, pesticides, implements, etc .. in. full _measure. .';fbe ,ass~
stance has been mainly in terms of priority . allocation.. Free. allocations 
have been made in the case of fertilizers. presumably Jor. free fertilizers 
irials carri~ out at certain. places. . Not in a single. case. was any assistancC 
not required for demonstration plots as such has been given as inducement 
for layhlg demonstration plots. 

. . 
2.9. In the matter of supe~ision,. technical gUid~~C~, 'l~d .. ~~~~rlal ~~~· 

stance, the VL w headquarter villages appear to be more advantageously, 
placed than other villages. · 

Knowledge of Demonstration Plots : . . . 
_2.10 .. That more than balf the cultivator population (Sl percent) had no 

knowledge of the existence of demonstration plot programme till the major 
part. of the rabi season of 1961-62 was over, is an important "finding of tho· 
survey. The extent of lack of knowledge was less. in th~ VLW bead-' 
quarter villages than in the other villages, as can be seen froin figures' 
given in 3.20. It is also seen that the extent of knowledge did not havo· 
H-1817-2. 
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any strong relation with size of holdings, but a larger percentage of culti· 
vators with some irrigation facility had knowledge of the programme (66 
percent) than in the case' of cultivators with no irrigation facility ( 40 per· 
cent). 

2.11. As is to be expected, the knowledge of the existence of demon
stration plots is better spread among the knowledgeable cultivators than 
among the general mass of cultivators. 85 percent of the selected know
ledgeable cultivators had knowledge as against 49 percent of the average 
cultivators. This is presumably because almost all the knowledgeable culti
vators have some irrigation facility, and also because by virtue of their 
status in the village community, they have better opporbmities for acquir· 
ing knowledge. 

Visits to Demonstration Plots : 

2.12. While the knowledge of the existence of demonstration plots can 
be considered lacking among a large part of the cultivator -population in 
the rural areas after several years of the implementation of the programme, 
the proportion of cultivators who paid a visit to these plots was still lower, 
the figures being only 28 percent of the sample cultivators. 11 percent of 
these cultivators have seen the demonstration plot for the first time before 
1960-61 and 17 percent during the two years of 1960-61 '!nd 1961-62. These 
figures show that still 72 percent of the· cultivators who are in a position 
to take decisions regarding adoption or otherwise of the improved prac
tices have yet to visit a demonstration plot. And looking to this huge gap, 
the figure of 17 percent who paid a visit during the last two years (till 1961-
62) . for the first time cannot be considered satisfactory. For the villages 
which are VLW headquarters, the percentage of cultivators who visited a 
demonstration plot at least once is higher (35 percent} than for 'other' 
villages (22 percent) but even here, it is doubtful whether the percentage 
in the case of VLW headquarter villages can be considered satisfactory. 
Whereas in over 50 percent of 'other' villages no . culti•,ator has seen a 
demonstration plot even once, the corresponding percentage of VL W head
quarter villages is about 16. Seen against the figues given in 2.2, it would 
appear that there are .some villages with at least one demonstration plot in 

·.cb village but in which no cultivator might have seen it at all. 

2.13. It is of interest to observe that whereas both the large and the 
small cultivators pay visits at least once to the demonstration plots more 
or less in the same measure, indicating no specific relation between size of 
holding and the proportion of cultivators seeing a demonstration plot at 
least once to the total in a given size of holding, there is a marked diffe
rence as between those having some irrigation facility ~nd those having 
none. The percentage of those having some irrigation !acility and seeing 
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demonstration plot is about twice as high (40 percent) as in the case of 
those cultivators who have no such facilit"J. 

2.14. Obviously, the more progressive and the more knowledgeable 
among the agricultural population should show a greater interest in pay
ing visits to demonstration plots and th~ figures indicate that 60 percent of 
such cultivators have paid at least one visiL Of these 60 ·percent, 20 per
cent have visited even before 1960-61 and 40 percent during 
1960-61 or 1961-62. The point of· interest, however, in this case 
is that even among the knowledgeable cultivators, as many as 40 per
cent have yet to see a demonstration plot and that during the two years 
1960-61 and 1961-62, only 36 percent of those not seeing a demonstration 
plot before 1960-61 have been added to the fold of those seeing a demon· 
stration plot, as a result of the extension effort and spread of the demon· 
stration plot programme during these two years. Even in the case of know
ledgeable cultivators the differences are as marked as in the case c-f general 
mass of cultivators, so far as the VL W headquarter villages and 'other' 
villages are concerned. About 68 percent of knowledgeable cultivators in 
the former types of villages and. 49 percent in 'other' villages have seen a 
demonstration plot. Furthermore, whereas about one-third of the 'other' 
villages are such in which none of the S selected knowledgeable cultivators 
has seen a pemonstration plot, in only 6 percent of the VL W b.eadquarter 
villages has not one of the selected knowledgeable cultivators seen a demon· 
stration plot. 1 

( 

2.15. Having· regard to the large number of cultivators not paying a 
single visit to the demonstration plots till 1961-62, it becomes important to 
probe further and make an attempt to know the reasons for not visiting 
a demonstration plot even once during all these 7ears the programme has 
been in vogue. The reasons analysed amply indicate that in over 60 per·. 
cent of the cultivators having knowledge but not visiting a single demon
stration plot, it is the lack of (i) personal approach, (ii) proper arrangement, 
or (iii) fixing up convenient time, that lias affected the widespread interest 
in visits to demonstration plots. These are remediable reasons and if 
efforts are made to overcome the difficulties which the extension staff may 
be experiencing in making a personal or special approach, proper arrange
ment and fixing up general17 convenient timings, a large proportion of culti
vators can be induced to pay visits to demonstration plots. About 16 per
cent of the non-visiting cultivators have indicated as a 'first priority' reason 
that the utility of such a programme to them is doubtful and another 10 
percent, that the utility ls nit. Thi's shows that considerable ex.tension 
efforts are necessary to break-dov.n the barriers of resistllnce of farmers 
who doubt the utility of the programme or of the improved practices shown 
on the demonstration plots, or of both. It is only when a first breach is 
made in the mental reservations of the doubting farmers that further ad
vance can be gained in terms of wider aceptance of imrroved practices. 
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2.16. In the case of non-visiting knowledgeable cultivators, the reme
diable ·reasons stated earlier are ·even more important; ~ince' over· 70 per
cent of these cultivators having stated one or the other of these reasons 
as 'first priority' reason for not visiting demonstration plots. In view of_ 
the tact· that the kni)\vledgeable cultivators are in a position to influence 
the .. village opinion and. aeceptaD.ce of . a programme or practice, it is .Dn- . 
portant 'that a proper approach-mpersuading them to visit a de~onstration" 

• plot-is' adopted by the extenSion agency; . . 
\ =:;.- - •• • ... - - .. • • -. .... - • . 

2:11. Analysis of questions relating to consultations and approach indi-: 
cate. that less -than -one~fifth .. of the tOtai knowledgeable~ cUltivators_-were 
approached by Block officials durmg 1960-61 or 1961-62 and iii almost 
three:.'"follitbS of th"e Cases, such approaches were made .by the VLWs. De
tailS "'given in paragraphs 3.26 to 3:2s" and 4.13 and 4.14. amply indicate_ 
some of 'these· basic "weakD.es~es of the proper implementation of _the pro-

' • •• I,. •.• • - . - . .-. 

gramme. 

2.18. Since about 94 percent of the knowledgeable cultivators accept the 
utrut-, of the-programme . o( demonstration plots: and about three-fourths 
of thiS large- majoritY. have stated ·thai they try to" influence the village 
opinioifin favour of Visits. to demonstration plots it is once; again import
ant 'fu . empruisise. "that proper approach and consultations with progressive 
farniers -oCthe· villages might considerably enthuse other Cllltivators into at 
least'"payirig a' visit · · · · -· · · · · · · · · 

2.19. • A great deal would depend on how well the visits are conducted._ 
An ill~conducted. visit "might either make cultivators visiting the" demonstra
tion'· plots .. indifferent to such a programme. or it may fail to gain 
acceptance ·of "improved practices demonstrated on the demonst
ration · plots. · In · the · e:Xtrenie cases, development of an outright 
resistance tO adoption ·of demonstrated practices c~m also be vis
ualiSed .. "In the light of these . dangers. it is of considerable im
portance to note . that iU about as many as 50 percent of the visits the 
cultivators were· left to· themselves tO visit the · demonstration· plots. In 
about 35 percent of the cases, visits were conducted by the VLWs and in 
about 9 to 13 percent" of the caSes, owners· of demonstration plots had them
selves taken some mterest in conductmg visits. The role of Extension 
Officer (agriculture) or higher technical personnel appears insignificant in 
this ·regard. The role of village panchayats and cooperative societies 
which are expected to serve as important vehicles of propagation of new 
ideas in the village community is also insignificant. Group visits are con
ducted in only one-third of the cases. ~ these features of unorganised 
visits,· in spite :of the fact that almost 89 percent of cultivators see the de
monstration plot in their own villages and only 5 percent. only outside the 
villages. point up to the absence of adequate and proper attention. on this 
important facet of the demonstration plot programme. 
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Acceptance of practices : 
.... ,,. • ... , ..... :.. ..., .. 4 ,.., -- •• ~ 

2.20. For the purposes of the summary. it is not proposed to discuss the . 
various' tjpes of. improved practices'. which are demonStrated. ani:i"' ~'ilicil''. 
are accepted . .J The details-of thiS aspect caii bcdound 1n 'ti\e ·maiD repoiL -· 
Wbilt is~ important 'from" the 'point of \~iew''of 'evaluation' 'is- ihe' deitee of
acceptance and .. reasons . for . non-a.Cceptance: A.S seen e3rlier, oUiy 28 per~ . 
cent of the cultivators have af all seen a demonstration plot ,till the late . 

-parr of the rabi of 196{~62: and as ~iridicated ·m.~ i>aragrapli''3.37~ out cf: 
• ' •• .. ·-~~-· ........... • .J --·---.-- .. - ····-· 

121 cultivators~who ~visited .a demonstration plot during 1960-~1. 100 have . · 
nof adopted 'any unprove(fpriu:ticei seen-by them on demonstratio~~:ploii'''. 
ThUs, 'the 'achievemelit'in' tem1s-ot ·a:ctlial'adoption is ~quite 'iow, being iess
than 2 percent of the total number of cultivators. Howev~r. if larger-num: ·· 
ber of persons could be brought to the demonstration plots through orga-

• . " I , .... ... . • ". .._,- -· .. ·-. -. , - • . ..._' ~ ...... ~- ..... ..a. nisoo 'and 0\vell conducted 'visits •. th~re. seems to be sufficient justifi.cation-:-
to believe' that !thiS. percentage' can be'inuch .hlgher 'thal1 mere.2: 'thiS iS'~ 
box:ne -otit __ by the- facf that even-. when vis~tS' ar~ -}a~eJL uil(;,fg~~~j? -; 
out of _IOCJ who bad not formerly. adopted an improved practice had ado- . 
pted' it,~~' the 'su~seq~ent. ~griculturat_~easo~ --af~r--~~~-~~. tlie, -~;~~: rn ;til~~; 
current (I.e. 1960-61) season.. I( die mtentions of .adoptin~ an mpr~ved._: 
practice'' in 1962-63 after seeing the same':in )96(-62 :a.re· ccnsidered. the, 
picture'~ still 'more. ~ptimistic' since' aS many. as 53 -p~rce~t ~f ·th_os~ .!iSitiiJ.g:·· 
a demonstration pto( in· 1961-62 have reported that ·they intend to so adopt ~ 
an Uriproved practice in 1962~63 after seeing' it .bi '1961-62. -And,'. ~ven' jf •. 
allowance is made. for the difference' betWeen- mtentions and a.Ctliai adoP: -

I ' , • . .. _ 1 _ • • , • _, , l . . ~ • ~ ~ - -- • • • 

tion, the facts do indicate 'the. need for better organised visits to. demonstra-. 
( ~' ~ _ I • . . .1. '-:' ' J """ 1 " • 'W • 

tion plo~ arid for larger involvemtmt of the. rural people ,_in the progr~~~~-' 
It is also seen here_ t.hif jt j.s ·not . the- higher siZe, of the holding but the J 

possession 'of. sbm~· irrigation facility .. which . .le~ds· to' a ·large~ degree' of · 
adoption ''of ali improved 'practice: .. · · · .. ... " - .J · - •• 

• 1 ' I • 1 • .J {, <- ; • • • • .... ~ •- • 

2.21 .. In the .case. of knowledgeable cultivators. as many as 40 perce~t , 
of those wh~ had not adopted·_ improved practices· before- 1')6p-61 but _had t 

seen them in 1960-61 .. indicated· adoption· in'-196i~62.' Thus. the level of 
achievement iS, as is to be expected, higher in the case of.Jrnowledgeable 
cultivators than. in the case· of_ Jbe . gene~al mass . of. ~ul~':~~!s._ Also, .44"" 
percent of those seeing a demonstration plot iil'l961-62 ::eem .to bave:an. 
intention· of adopting some of these bnproved practices .iii 1962-63. ~-- ·· . . . .. . ... ,. -· .. .. .... . ""' 

2.22. ,A still higher leve~ of adoption is to be found among ,the_ ~ulti
vators · on whose· fields demonstration plots are laid. · · 65 percent Clf such . 
cultivators have either fully or· partially adopted· piacti~es .demonstrated. ·· 
by them oil theii respective fields. · • · · · ' · · · · · · · . -~· 

2.23. Reasons fo~; non-adoption indicate a pattern of considerable · in
terest . Am~~~- the several re~o~s., the, more .~,P<?rtan~ ~n~s _ar~_the_ f~llo\;V~. 
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ing : adoption needs too much additional cash e?tpenditure; additional irri
gation facilities are not available, and new practices are not suitable to 
own farms. The last two reasons and to a smaller extent the first reason 
also, are important in the, case of knowledgeable cultivators. Even in the 
case of owner-cultivators of demonstration plots, the principal reason for 
non-acceptance is the nigher . expenditure involved in accepting the 
demonstrated practices. Apprehension of these cultivators in regard 
to the availability of materials needed for acceptance of improved 
practices demonstrated on their farms is the second important 
reason for non-adoption. There also appears to be quite a few among the 
non-adopting cultivators who cannot assign any specific reasons for non
adoption. 

2.24. These various reasons point up the direction in which efforts 
.need to be made if the non-adoption is to ultimately· result in adoption of 
improved practices. The. first two reasons indicate the increased provision 
of facilities for credit and irrigation where feasible. That high cash ex
penditure is an impediment, indicates · the inability of farmers to take to 

· more expensive practices even if they result in better net returns. Whether 
the improved practices are not suitable on own farms js a reason which 
may need technical investigation on the farms of cultivators who hold such 
opinion and where these fears are not justified, the extension -agency has 
to exert considerably to convince the cultivators of the unfounded fears 
about unsuitability of soil. It is an interesting side-light that some of the 
cultivators, on whose farms these demonstration plots are laid, 
are not sure of the future availability of material supplies which 
are now being made available for a specific purpose of demonstration plots, 
if they were to adopt these practices on their farms. Whether this fear is 
also unfounded - in which case the extension agency has again a special 
responsibility to remove such an impression - or whelher such an impres
sion is formed from their- experience or knowledge of what may have 
happened in the case of some cultivators who might have adopted improv
ed practices is a point which has not been probed in this survey. 

Records, Accounts : 

2.25. · The survey amply brings out that while some sort of records are 
maintained; only a small percentage of VL Ws (15 percent) maintained any 
detailed accounts of inputs, out-turn, labour-hours, differences in yields of 
crops grown through the adoption of improved practices and crops grown 
on the 'check-plot'. Only 13 percent of the VLWs have indicated that 
written instructions from higher authorities exist for maintaining detailed' 

. accounts. It is likely that ~this small proportion of VL Ws who maintained 
accoulfts referred mainly to the free fertilizer trial plots which were treated 
as demonstration plots in case they were also used for that purpose. 

2.26. The same picture of lack of detailed accounts is available when 
the replies of owners of demonstration plots are analysed. And, even smaller 
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proportion of them have cared to examine the accow1ts maintained by 
the VLWs. According to these cultivators ... only 6 VLWs in the sample 
of 53 were seen explaining ac~unts to the cultivators at the time of their 
visit to demonstration plots. 

2.27. Only about 5 percent of the visiting cultivators have reported th·at 
they bad seen accounts. of expenses and receipts regarding demonstration 
plots. 

2.28. Thus, factual record of benefits in terms of higher yield, larger 
employment, better net returns which are likely to ilow from the adoption 
of improved practices is an almost neglected aspect of the demonstration 

' plot programme. It may be that the benefits of higher yield, etc., are so 
very obvious from a visual inspection on the crops grown on the demonst
ration plots that by and large the VLWs as well as the owner cultivator 
of the plot do not feel the need for keeping detailed accounts. But in the 
process, an opportunity of building up scientific materiaL on a large scale, 
is being lost. It is also perhaps not being realised that in explaining the 
benefits of adoption of improved practices to the mass of cultivators. or in 
discussion matters in village meetings or before a group of discerning culti
vators, such accounts are of immense use. That higher cash expenditure 
also brings better net retur6.s (gross receipts less out-of-poket expenditure) 
in the aggregate is a point which can only, be argued on the strength of 
detailed accounts. 

Follow-up: 

2.29. A large part of the demonstration effect is likely to be lost if the 
enthusiasm and interest of visiting cultivators is not later on sustained by 
a proper follow-up. The survey, however, reveals that ·a very small 
proportion of the VLWs kept any record of visitors to demonstration plots. 
Comidering that only in about 50 percent of cases, visits were conducted 
by the extension staff- mainly by the VLWs- and that only 20 percent 
of VLWs kept any record of visitors who accompanied them, it is clear 
that very little is being done to have a proper record of 'lll visitors whether 
they accompanied the VLWs or not ·Whatever follow-up is being done is 
evidently on the basis of memory about the person~ who visited demonst
ration plots. Only 17 percent of the VLWs have stated that they encour
age the cultivators to use improved practices seen on demonstration plots. 
Only in about 23 percent of VLWs re,lies, it bas been stst~ th1t ~~!Its 
were discussed in organised meetings with villagers, village ranchayats or 
among the VLWs themselves. These facts reveal another gap in extension 
effort which needs to be filled adequately. 
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. Concluding Observations : 

. ·-2.30. Analysis of the evaluation surve--1 of demonstration plots can· be 
considered in, two parts : (1) the operational aspect and (2) the extension 
aspect The operational aspect would cover such. item as the selection 

• of crop-type combinations, ·selection of cultivators for laying demonstration 
.• plots, arranging for material supplies, technical supervision and assistance, 
· -and maintenance of records and accounts. The ~xtensiou aspect woUld 
cover items relating to efforts made to involve people in the programme; 
encourage them to visit the demonstration plots in -a well-organised man

' ner: discuss with them the results of the demonstratiOJl plots at -various 
stages of crop-growth; maintain a proper record of 'such visitors to be able 
to follow-up the visits and find out whether the impact of the visit 
-has been favourable; whether they subsequently adopt the prac
. tices and if .not, 'ascertain the reasons for failure in terms of adoption 
:of demonstrated pr~ctices with a view to find out if something. can be done 
to ''mitigate the difficulties experienced in the adoption of demonstrated 
. practices or to re-fashion the programme, if necessary . 

. . 2.31. In the operational field, the survey shows th-at demonstration plots 
"tend to be somewhat concentrated in fewer villages. This may perhaps 
:be inevitable with the necessity ·of coping up with given quantum of work 
in a . given tiine. Such a situation is also likely to facilitate supervision, 

1
techriical assistance and supply of materials as smaller territory h~s to be 
covered. But due to this concentration, all the VLW headquarter vill
ages are not covered, not to say of about 50 percent of other villages 
which do not find a single demonstration plot 

'2.32. Technical assistance is -in. the main confined to the iaying (~f de· 
·niofistration plots, ahd initial operations but s~bsequently it seems to be 
·somewhat wanting with the result that the demonstration pidts may not . . ~ - ~ . ' ' , , - - . . . . . 

bring otit expected full benefits. Against thts background, the supply ot 
·materials for the demonstration plots, ·which appears to be in !ldequate 
nteasure may be all too mechanicat an operatibn only to 'futtil'certain targets of 
attempt to fill up the same. · 

\ 

· 2;33. Lack of adeq'uate supervision at least by the -Exten-sion Officer 
(Agriculture) an1 tramferring a iarge part ·of this ioad of w()rk may not be 
desirable inasmuch as too mucti may be ex-pected of t'lle VL Ws whereas 
the·~ctuaJ result ni~w be to lose some of the gains that wo!1td acCnie from 
following scientific direction of technical personnel. 

2.34. Absence of detailed accounts ma·y be partly due to the fact th.at 
targets in numbers of demonstration plots laid are only insis-ted upon, but 
it may also be the result of a complacent attitude that the results are 
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so very visible that no aa:ounts are necessary. To &1 laige extent. the 
reason for the absence of aa:ounts is merely a reflection of the absence of 
a proper attitude towards their maintenance, inculcation1 of. which· shoald 
in fact start at the training· level of the extension agency. It i.a little
realised. "that the accumulated results from successfo.Jl demons1Iatious cou14J 
bo used.lYJ tho extension staff to a greater extent' as. teaching material witb. 
other farmers''. 

2.35. But tho- major failing of the. programme-. appeaiSl to be:. inadequatt 
extension effort. The concentration of demonstration plots in few: places, 
requireS that. such concentration. should be matched. by adequate extension 
effort The report shows amply that visits are largely unorganised, and 
where these are organised, there is no follow-up, that cultivators need. to_, 

be persuaded to see the demonstration plots by better approach.. and. 
arranging visits. at more convenient timings, and that the progressive. culti
vators who are in a position to influence the village opinion.. need. to be. 
taken into greater confidence about the programme. A sizeable proportion... 
of· cultivators who are not sure of the. utility of the programme. or the, 
demonstrated practices and a smaller proportion who more stubbornly 
believe that the utility is nil stand in need of being co~v.inced that what 
is demonstrated is useful. It is a challenge which the extension agency. 
must meet through better extension efforts. if the. programme is. to yield. 
results. in terms of more widespread. acceptance of improved practices. 

H-1817-3. 
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3. ANALYSIS OF DATA COLLECI'ED IN QUESTIONNAIRE l. 

3.1. Questionnaire 1 (Q.1) was canvassed to a Sample of 1051 culti
ntors in the selected villages with a view to gain knowledge about the 
extent of participation of cultivators in the demonstration plot programme 
and to measure their reaction to certain aspects of this programme. Pro
vision was also made in Q. 1 to ascertain the extent of knowledge of culti
vators regarding this programme. and the method of approach by the 
extention agency in involving the cultivators into acceptance of the pro
gramme. 

3.2. Since the sample design bas already been described in section I. 
paragraph 1.5 to 1.7., it is not necessary to re;:>eat it here. It is important, 
however. to observe that the results presented here are based on a sample 
of 1051 cultivators selected at random, and are not statistical estimates. 
To this extent the results ma7 not admit general validity. However, stati
stical estimates of some characteristics have been worked l.·Ut and these 
can be seen in Appendix I. These estimates clearly indicate that by and 
large corresponding fignres presented in the main report are somewhat higher 
than the estimates. Furthermore, as will be seen later on, even with these 
higher fignres, the number of cultivators who have seen a demonstration 
plot, who have paid at least one visit during 1960-61 and who have paid at 
least one visit during 1961-62, the overall picture is one which cannot be con
sidered quite satisfactory. Thus, the statistical estimates, if used, would only 
serve to lay greater emphasis on the not-so-satisfactory position of the de
monstration plot programme, and the use of percentages, averages, etc. baset.l 
on straight pooling of sample data is not in any way likely to distort this 
picture. 

Type of t1te Sample : 

3.3. The distribution of the 1051 cultivators in the sample according to 
the five strata into which the State has been divided for the purpose of 
classification of Blocks is as follows : 

Stratum Type of Blocks. No. of Percentage 
cultivators to total 

I Blocks having completed less than 1 100 9.51 
year of stage I. 

n Blocks having completed between 1 100 9.51 
and 3 years of stage I • . 

m Blocks having completed 3 years or 
_more of stage I. 

418 39.77 

IV Blocks having completed less than 2 
years of stage n. 

359 34.16 

v Blocks having completed 2 years or 74 7.05 
more or stage n. 

lOSt 100.00 
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3.4. The above table shows that over 80 percent of the sample culti
vators belong to such categories of blocks which have completed at least 
3 years of stage I (Strata ill to V) and had thus ample opportunity to see 
the demonstration plots since the programme is being implemented tor a 
number of years. 

According to size of their cultivated holdings, the distribution of culti-
vators is as follows : · 

Size of holding (acres) No. of cultivators Percentage to total 

Less than S 284 27.02 

ii S ·IS 350 33.30 

iii IS· 25 183 17.41 

iv 25-40 142 13 . .51 

v 40 and above 92 8.76 

Total • . 1051 100.00 

3.5. While less than 9 percent have large holding of· 40 acres or more, 
64 percent have a holding between 5 acres and 40 acres. Over 30 percent 
have a holding between IS and 40 acres. Thus, a sizeable proportion of 
sample cultivators have holdings which are not inordinately small and 
which would perhaps permit adoption of improved practices for such of 
the crops which the cultivators may be growing and for which they may 
visit· the demonstration plots if proper facilities are given and an appro
priate approach is made to these cultivators. 

3.6. About 42 percent of these _1051 cultivators have scme sort (If irri· 
gation facilities. From the information collected, it is not known if these 
facilities are adequate to cover their respective holdings in full: but it is 
unlikely to be so considering that still about 7 to 8 percent of the culti
vable area is irrigated in the State and considering that sampling design· 
has no particular bias towards higher proportion of selecting irrigated 
holdin~. The difference in the distribution of holdings with some irriga
tion facility and for those having none, can be seen from the following 
table. ' · 

Size of holding Irrigated holdings Non-Irrigated Percentage of irri-
(Acres) No. percentage . holdings. gated to total in the 

to total. No. percentage specified size group. 
to total. 

I. Less than S 71 IS.99 213 3S.09 25.00 
2. s-IS 137 30.86 213 3S.09 39.14 

3. IS- 2S 98 22.07 ss 14.00 .53.SS 

4. 2S- 40 79 17.79 63 10.38 SS.63 

s. 40 or more 59 13.29 33 5.44 64.13 

Total •. 444 100.00 607 100.00 . 42.23 
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. :3.?. Thus, . the extent of .irrigated holdings increases with -the size of 
Jloldings. For the smallest group (less than .s acres ; each) 25 percent of 
the ,holdings have some .irrigation facilities and the .percentage -increases 
:with . the size of holding, being over 64 percent for the .largest . group ( 40 
acres or more). The distribution of irrigated holdings is -also. l".ss uneven 
than in the case of unirrigated holdings. 

According as the village is VLW's H. Q. or not, the percentage -distribution 
of irrigated holdings according to the size group of holding is as follows. 

. Size of holdings (acres) VLW H. Q. Non-VLW H. Q . 

Less than 5 17.28 14.43 

S-15 35.39 25.37 

15-25 20.99 23.38 

25-40 18.11 17.41 

40 or above ... -8.23 19~41 

100.00 100.00 

. 3;8. ~It is seen that · in ,the two smallest . size groups, the percentage of 
holdings :with ·irrigation. facilities is distinctly higher in the VLW H. Q. 
Villages t than in ·other villages. In the higest size group, irrigation facility 
is relatively better in the non-VLW H.· Q. Villages. 

3.9. Summarising, it can then 'be stated that the sample of ·cultivators 
is··one 'Where a large number of them belong to development blocks which 
have seen ;a span of at least 3 years of stage I; quite a large proportion 
have a size of holding which is not inordinately small, and in addition a 
sizeable"proportion have some irrigation facilities. It is to this backgrounr.l 
that the analysis of results has to be related. 

ViSit to ·nemonstration Plots : 

3;10. <>f ·the 1051 cultivators selected, only 295 i.e. 28 percent have 
seen a demonstration plot at least once upto the date of enquirJ. 117 or 
about 40 percent of these 295 cultivators who have seen a demonstration 
plot. have seen for the first time before 1960-61, 31 percent have seen 
during 1960-61 and the remaining 29 percent have seen for the first time 
during 1961-62. Thus, of the 934 · (1051-117) who had not seen a demon
stration plot at all before 1960-61, only 178 (295-117) cr about 19 percent 
of those not seeing a demonstration plot before 1960-61, have been auded 
to the fold of those who have seen a demonstration plot during the 
two year period of 1960-61 and 1961-62. To put it differently only 11 
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percent of -cultivators had at all seen a demonstration plot before 1960-61. 
and only 17 percent (178/1051 x 100) have seen a demonstration plot .for 
the first time during 1960-61 or 1961-62. This shows that the tendency 
indicated is that during recent years i.e. during 1960-61 and 1961-62. n.> 
oappriciable number of cultivators have been brought to the fold of those 
who have seen the demonstration plot at least once. 

3.11. Analysis according to various strata indicates 'that in blocks which 
have started earlier (strata m and IV). over 30 percent of the ·cultivators 
have seen il demonstration plot as -compared to 16 percent in ·stratum n 
and a still smaller proportion. viz.. 10 percent. in most recently started 
blocks. However. although Blocks of stratum V are started earlie8t. · only 
23 percent of· cultivators in these blocks have seen a demonstration plot 
up to the date of enquiry. Of those who have seen a demonstration plot. 
over 82 percent in Stratum V. 42 percent in Stratum IV and 50 percent in 
Stratum n have for the first time seen before 1960-61. whereas the corres
ponding figures in stratum I and mare 10 percent and 33 percent respec
tively. 

3.12. Analysis of the extent of impact of the demonstration plot pro
gramme in terms of visits to demonstration plots b7 selected cultivators. 
according to whether they belong to the villages which are VLW head
quarters or not reveals the interesting result that villages which are VLW 
headquarters show distinctly high percentage of cultivators paying 
at least one visit to demonstration plots. Thus. 35 percent of cultivators 
of VL W headquarter villages have seen a demonstration plot at least once 
as against 22 percent of cultivators in 'other villages•. Of those v.ho'have 
seen a demonstration plot. a larger percentage· (46 pertent) have seen for 
the first time before 1960-61 in 'other- villages' as compared to the corres
ponding percentage of 36 percent in VL W headquarter villages. The 
figures are set-out in the following table : 

Item : Category 

VLW ··C:>tber ~villages 
headquarter villages 

I. No. or cultivators selected 519 . -532' ' . ' 

2. No. or cultivators who have seen a iso '115 

3. 
.demonstration plot. 

Percentage of (2) to (I) 35 'l2 

4. or those at 2 above, percentage or 
those who have seen for the first time 

(a) before 1960-61 35.6. '46:1 

(b) during 1960-61 .. 37.2 22.6 

M during 1961--62 .. 27.2 31.3 
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3.13. Distribution of villages split up into above two categories accord
ing_ to the number of selected cultivators also reveals that while 17 percent 
of VLW headquarter villages are such in which not one cf the 10 selected 
cultivators in a village has seen a demonstration. plot. there are about 52 
percent of the selected villages which are not VLW headquarters in which 
the selected cultivators have not seen a demonstration plot at all. Also 
the percentage of villages in which not less than 5 selected cultivators have 
seen a demonstration plot is higher at about 33 percent in the category of 
VLW headquarter villages, whereas it is 22 percent in other villages. These 
figure~ indicate that the effort is more concentrated in the VLW head
quarter villages than in other villages. The figures are set-out in the table 
below.: 

No. of selected cultivators in a village who 
have seen a demonstration plot. 

0 .. 
1 
2 .. 
3 .. 
4 
5 .. 
6 .. 
7 
8 

9 

10 

Total 

No. of villages 

VLW 
. headquarters 

!/ 
9 
8 
3 
6 
4 
3 
3 
3 

2 

2 

52 

Other villages. 

28 

7 
6 

3 
2 
2 
4 

54 

3.14. Analysis of 295 cultivators seeing a demonstration plot at least 
once, according to size of holdings reveals that while about 27 percent of 
the cultivators possessing less than 15 acres have seen a demonstration plot. 
corresponding percentage for the cultivators having larger holdings is 30. 
Thus there is not much variation around the overall average of 28 percent, 
when size of holdings is considered as a classification criterion. 

3.15. Cultivators with some irrigation facilities, on the other hand, 
show a higher percentage in the matter of visits to the demonstration plots. 
About 40 percent of cultivators with irrigation facilities as against less 
than 20 percent of cultivators without irrigation facilities have visited a 
demonstration plot at least once. Here also, two facts emerge. There is 
no relation between size of holdings and proportion of cultivators of each 
size-group visiting demonstration plots. For each size-group, the percent
age of those visiting demonstration plots to the total number of cultivators 
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of a given category is always higher for the category of cultivators having 
some irrigation facility than for the other category of cultivators not having 
any irrigation facility. Thus, it is irrigation which seems to be the im
portant factor in inducing the cultivators to see the demonstration plots. 
The figures of percentages of cultivators of a given class seeing a demon
stration plot are shown in the following table. 

Size of holdings (acres) Irrigated Unirrigated Total 

less than 5 45 20 26 

5-15 38 21 28 

15-25 39 19 30 

25--40 45 16 30 

40 and above • 37 15 28 .. ~ 
... Overall •• 40 19 28 

Informant Agency : 

3.16. By and large, those w1io have visited demonstration plots at least 
once have acquired information from VLWs. For 62 rercent of such culti
vators, VLWs are the first informant. The agency communicating infor
mation to the cultivators, next in importance is the cultivator 011 whose 
farm the demonstration plot is laid, inasmuch as 18 percent first acquired 
knowledge of demonstration . plots through them. About 10 percent have 
first acquired the knowledge of the demonstration plots themselves. · 

Place. of visit : 

3.17. About 89 percent of the cultivators who have seen a demonstra
tion plot. have seen them only in their villages, another S percent have 
seen only Ojtside their village and the remaining 6 percent have seen both 
in as well as outside their villages. Analysis according as the villages are 
the VL W headquarters or other villages show no significant deviation in 
the proportion of cultivators who have seen the demonstration plot within 
their village. In the case of the cultivators who have seen the demonstra
tion plot outside their villages, proportion is higher for VL W headquarter 
villages as compared to that -for the other villages. · The respective per· 
centages are 6 and 3. For the cultivators who have seen demonstration 
plot both within and outside the village, a slightly higher proportion of 
cultivators is observed in 'other villages• than in the VLW headquarter 
villages, the respective figures being 7 percent and S percent. 

Agency Conducting Visits : 

3.18. It is observed that about half the number of visits were conduct· 
ed by the cultivator himself. The Agency next in importance in oonduc· 
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ting visits is the VLW. The figures are set-out in the following table which 
show, percentages of_ total visits conducted, according to agency. conducting· 
the, visits, these percentages being also given separately for the t\\fo cate
gories of villages. 

1960-61 1961-62 

Agency VLWhead- Other All VLWhead- Other All 
quarter villages. villages. quarter villages. villages. 
villages. villages. 

Self 52 49 51 56 49 53 
' 

VLW 34 34 34 33 39 35 

Cultivator of demon- 13 14 13 9 10 9 
stration plot 

Others 3 2 2 2 3 

3.19. About 33 percent" of the visits during 1960-61 and 40 percen~ 
during 1961-62 were conducted in groups. It would thus appear that a 
large proportion of visits were conducted by the cultivators themselves and -
that these visits were, in a majority of cases, not in groups. The real ex
tension efforts through organised forms of· visits which obviousi--1 can ·yield 
better result in terms of later acceptance of improved practices thus seem • 
to be lacking in a large proportion of· cases. 

Knowledge about Demonstration Plots : 

3.20.· As stated earlier, about 28 percent of the cultivators have visited. 
demonstration plot at least once. The break-up of those 72 percent who 
have not visited a demonstration plot is as follows. 21 percent of. the culti- . 
vators had knowledge of the existence of demonstration plot and yet did 
not visit even once. The remaining. 51 percent bad no knowledge about 
the existence of· demonstration_ plots.. This means that 49 percent have. 
some knowledge of· the demonstration plot programme and the existence 
of- demonstration plots. The following table gives a further break-up of all. 
cultivators according as they belong to villages which are under VL W head-
quarters or other villages. Figures are in. terms of percentage of. cultivator
to the total in each category of ·villages : 

VLWhead-. Other AU 
Item quarter village villages. villages. 

1.. Cultivators who had_ visited de- 35 22· 28. 
monstration plot at least once. 

2. Cultivators who,had kuowledge of 
the existence of demonstration 

23. 19. 21 

plot but did~ not,visit -even- once. 

3. Cultivators who had no knowledge 42 59 51 
of the existence of demonstration 
plots. 

Total:- 100 100 100 
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These figures also point out that the cultivators in VLW headquarter 
villages are more aware of the existence of the demonstration plots than 
those in 'other villages'. 

3.21. Whether the extent of knowledge of demonstration plot pro
gramme differes with the size of holdings and irrigation facilities is a ques
tion which needs probing. It is seen on an analysis of relevant figures that 
about 63 percent of the cultivators not having· any irrigation facility have 
no knowledge of demonstration plot programme as against only 34 per
cent of cultivators with some irrigation facility having no 1nowledge. This 
to some extent explains a smaller proportion of cultivators of the former 
category visiting the demonstration plots at least once. This is further 
supported by the fact that the proportion of cultintors having knowledge 
but not visiting demonstration plots is much lower (22 percent) among 
the cultivators having no irrigation facility than the Corresponding proportion 
(43 percent) among the cultivators having some irrigation facility. 

3.22. There is no strong relation between the absence of knowledge 
and size of holdings, except that in the smallest ~ize of holdings Oess than 
S acres), the percentage of cultivators having no knowledge is high for 
cultivators without any irrigation facility and among the largest size group, 
the percentage is low for cultivators with irrigation facility. Otherwise, 
there is more or iess uniform level of lack of knowledge among all culti
vators in different size groups. Among those who pos~ess irrigation facilities 
the figare is round about 33 percent and for the other class of cultivators it 
varies around 60 percent. 

3.23. Thus, although cultivators with some irrigation facilit'"J have a 
higher percentage (40 percent) of those who pay a visit to the demonstra
tion plots, one main reason is that knowledge about the programme is 
spread on a wider scale among this class of cultivators ~han among the class 
of cultivators not having any irrigation facility. If the percentage of culti
vators having knowledge and visiting demonstration plot to total cultivators 
having knowledge of the existence of demonstration plot is calculated 'sepa
rately for those having irrigation facility and those not havin~ it, it is seen 
that as against 60 percent for . the former chss of cultivators, 
the percentage for the latter class is over 52. This means that given· the 
knowledge, the willingness of cultivators without irrigation facility to see 
a demonstration plot may not be much below that for the cultivators bless
ed with some irrigation facility. 

3.24. The following table gives percentages for different reasons for 
not visiting the demonstration plot even once. These reasons are given by 
cultivators who know about the existence of demon!ltratinn plot-; but ha\'e 
not paid a visit even once 

H-1817-4. 
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;---) J.- , ... ~ s-.~~ ::-: ...:.:. . ..!. : ,_ .... 

Perceptag~ -,tO: total; no • .;Of ~easons:' ':: ; 
Reason 

L Time inconvenient 

2. Special or personal approach not 
made. 

3. No proper arrangement for the visit 

4. Utility doubtful 

S. Growing the same crop giving 
higher yield. 

6. Utility nil 

.7. Crop type combination is not 
suitable to own farm. 

8. Others 

Total .First,::,' 1 J ·'Second~~"; 

28.76 

23.20 

10.78 

16.99 

1.96 

9.80 

7.84 

0.65 

priority priority 
reasons. reasons. 

· -, : •I r 1 . ; 1 ,-;- • \ ~ (' 

-· : ·: ;: '}-, 

31.53 . -

10.36 

16.22 

2.25 

9.91 

3.15 

0.45 

21.9.2- -. ,,~ 
: ::>. :.; r;r,·: 

.::1~.9?) ); ·:_' 

21.92' ' (! 

1.37''c''),;:' 

17.81 ·; /(! 

1.37 

? 

3.25. These figures pinpoint considerable room for better, more 
appropriate and more concerted efforts by extension. agency. The most 
important reason for not visiting a _demonstration plot is that the time of visit 
is not convenient to the cultivator. Next in importance is the lack of personal 
approach on the part·6f the extension agency, and the third is that the arrange
ments for visits are not proper. These remediable defects or lacunae in 
extension programme account for above 60 percent of the total number 
-of reasons. 

Meetings: 

3.26. Asked whether the subject of demonstration plot was discussed. in 
village meetings, only 21 percent of the cultivators haYe replied in the 
affirmative. Of those replying in the affirmative, over 82 percent have 
said 'that they had attended such meetings. However, taking the whole 
sample, only 17. percent or" cultivators (178 out of 1!)51) had attended such 
meetings. Of the various subjects relating to demonstration plots discuss
-ed_ at the meetings, 75 percent of the topics pertained to the crop-type 
specifications and about 14 percent of the topics pertained- to the method 
of. finding out the benefits. The timings of these meetings seem to be 
evenly distributed from May to December of- the year. 

3.27. The reasons for not attending the meeting' were also recorded. 
37 percent of the cultivators have reported that the time is not convenient 
for them to attend the meeting, 24 percent have reported that they were 
not informed about the time and 13 percent have reported that they are 
not interested in tbe <leiP.<?n~tr~Jtion plot programme. 
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}~~·;"; fur~ex:, Jl~<t~~~Js Q(___ tp~s~ li!Jeeting~ 1 ~ho~w~ J .t~~ ~ !h~ :cpltiva~-~ )!t 
VL W headquarters are better informed about !he meetings . than -the culti· 
vators in the other villages. The respective percentages of the cultivators 
who have reported that the· subject of demonstration plot -was discussed in 
the_ village meetings 'are' 28 and 13. _The percentage of cultivators \\ho have 
attended such meetings has· practically remained_ the s_am~ in ~th categ~ries. 

·-~ 
AccoDDtl: 

rt £-:.H.,::~·-1 : ..... ~.~.-;:1J 

3.29. Of those who have seen a demonstration plot during 1960-61 or 
1961-62. only abOut S percent of.the cultivators have reported-that they' have 
seen the accounts of expenses and receipts o regarding demonstration· 'plots. 

,. J .J, ; __ , ..... : ·~ ..... : ......... 

3.30;-- Asked whether the cultivator can make out the benefitsc·ofdetnon· 
stration plots by visual inspection. S3 percent of the .cultivators seeing de· 
mOilstration:!p!pts,bave~replied! in:the:aflii'mat.i.ve.h H::;::;;:.'1 'ii' ,<urlT H.[ 

:..1uLd l;r,r!J:;rn :c,ll t~:";GLc '{Lt:.>1!£ :..n.i lo-~0'~1 ;;:1i1LL (LL.q ~(_:;r:,:rp.· 

Aeceptaaee..G( pnl&;W:ett..:.t: r:::.~2 ~-nr! uiN %vlluii1tn Jr::;: . .-1:;1 'ic Lnc lo-Co~·. 

~:4~~~ ~ th~?.~-.~~ !t ~~:;vY~tb~ ~iff ~uiti~~iJt~ ,f?1 ~~ ,?f~f1t}r~ ~~~rit~P!~; 
grow~ on ~t ~emo_~tr~~19n .pl~l~• ~" 1.?,6?;_6,~~, !Jl?,-~f!e~e-~t -~~pps( ~m;.1yt.b~~!!rJ ·. 
cotton. 'baJ~l. paddy. groundnut, ~aiZe. j rowar. ~aUll nowe~ ~.dc~at~~·r:!§o~~ ( 
demonstrating the use of compos1te method "htgher yieldmg nnproved seeds 

an~ f~~~~~~l. !ert!~r~·~. t~pp~ ~e Jist1 -.yitb1 ~S ,~~~s. J~~~fe_~> b!:1 ~4 ~ct 
re~ay~gl tO .. ~~e~1cal }e,r~~~-' ~? , .18 }~t 1~~h~ ~~e~a~~~ ~,~!~Y~.j 1s~¥S(,1 J 
O~~i ui;~e ,~se,..~f .w~r~t ~ p~~t, ~~~s-~~nt ~ ~II1P~f>~ed ~~~:i"~~~~~"~~~_n~~l 
str:atio~s. are _repo~·-. )D.e~~n.stfa~.•~n, P;l~~ f?~_ ~~;h~J; ,YJ~ld~g~=~~r~y~r 
seeds' and- chem~ca~ ·-r~~Qiz~~~·~are ~ repo~~<l-~ 1 fh~. ~e; ~_f, 1 :~!ljri~, ,~Jl-4)~." 
wheat •(13), cotton1 •(8) and paddy *('i). _Among· the crops, wheat has 
the highest number of plots. 47. followed by cotton 29. bajri 28, paddy 21. 
groundnut. 'maize: and .jowar 4 each. ' ' 

',, ) " ••• ,•IJ 

3.32. Thus' largely~ the sample of .cultivators who have seen demonstra· 
tion plots during 1960-61 is overwhelmingly one seeing demonstrations of im, 
proved seeds of_ higher yielding varieties and I or chemical fertilizers in , th~ 
case of wheat and bajri. Except for wheat, cotton, bajri and paddy,th~ sample 
size for other crops is quite insignificant. The acceptance of ·· practices 
would. therefore, . be governed by .what the . cultivators .have seen mainly. fOJ. 
wheat. cotton, bajri and paddy and for improved seeds of higher yielding 
varieties and/or chemical fertilizers. ·' 

~.33. , Of· ,these, is ~~op-type eombinations; ,13 sha~ -,~~me a~ept3:~ce even , 
before' 1960-61;' in ,vacying proportions by cultivators seeing them., .Thes~ , 
proportions cari be., se~n from the following table for specified : import8.nt 
Crop-type COmbinationS. , " ! . '.I L - ' '' 

1 
• ., . . ' '

1 

•Figures in the brackets give number .Qf demonstration plots.' 1 ' - ' • ' :' • 1 : 
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Percentage of acceptance before 1960-61 of the specified crop-type combi
naiions seen on demonstration plot dunng 196J-61. 

Crop 
Type 

Wheat Cotton Bajri Paddy 

Improved seeds (higher yield) 17 46 

Chemical fertilisers 17 

Japanese paddy 67 

Improved seeds of higher yi;!ld and 8 8 14 57 
chemical fertilisers 

Other methods 8 20 

3.34. Thus. 67 percent of the cultivators who have seen application of 
Japanese paddy during 1960-61 have already adop!OO that method before 
1960-61 and 57 percent cultivators who have seen ~add7 higher yielding im
proved seeds and chemical fertilizers have adopted tha"t combination 
before 1960-61. For bajri higher yielding improved seeds. 46 percent of the 
cultivators who have seen that crop-type during 1960-61 have adopted that 
type before 1960-61. · 

3.35. The degree of acceptance of the different improved practices for 
any of the 9 crops seen on demonstration plots during 1960-61 even before 
1960-61 is seen below in terms of percentages of cultivators adopting im
proved practices f>efore 1960-61 to the total no. of cultivators seeing these 
respective practices during 1960-61 on the demonstration riot. 

Percentage adopting before 
Type 1960-61 to total seeing respec

tive practices on demonstra· 
tion plot during 1960-61. 

1. Improved seeds (higher yielding) 39 

2. chemical fertilisers 17 

3. Japanese Paddy 67 

4. Improved seeds (higher yielding) and chemical 16 
fertilisers. 

S. Other methods. 9 

3.36. Thus. it is. to be observed that no appreciable number of demonstra
tion plots are seen by or shown to the cultivators who have already adopted 
the improved practices seen on demonstration plots. Only in the case of 
Japanese paddy it seems that quite a large proportion of cultivators \\ho 
have already adopted that method before seeing on the demonstration plots in 
1960-61 have visited these demonstration plots. 
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3.37. · Out of 140 total number of visits to demonstrati01t plots in 1960-
61. 114 (i.e. 81 percent) visits were by cultivators who had not adopted tne 
crop-type combinations before 1960-61. In terms of number of cultivators. 
out of the 121 who visited demonstration plots in 1960-61. 100 (i.e. 83%) 
had not adopted any practice seen by them on demonstration plots before 
1960-61. These 100 cultivators were asked whether they had adopted any 
of the practices during 1961-62 season, and if yes. whether partially or fully. 
The replies indicate that 19 percent (19 out of 100) of these cultivators have 
adopted in 1961-62 one or more of the improved practices seen by them in 
1960-61. 

3.38. To study the relation between the siZe of holding and extent of 
adoption of a crop-type ~:ombination seen on a demonstration plot. per
centages of those adoptin~ at least one crop-type combination in 1961-62 
after seeing the same on a demonstration plot in 1960-61. to the total see
ing the demonstration plots, have been worked out (or each size group. In 
all 121 cultivators had paid at least one visit to a demonstration plot dur
ing 1960-61 and of these. 19 had shown adoption of at least one crop-type 
combination during 1961-62. When the extent of adoption is analysed ac
cording to size of holding, no particular pattern is discernable. The extent 
of adoption is greatest in the smallest size group of less than 5 acres of hold
ings, the figure being over 25 percent. In the remaining size groups. the 
percentage varies without. any pattern: primarily this may be due to the 
small size of the sample of cultivators seeing demonstration plots in 1960-
61 and a still smaller size of those adopting a crop-type combination in 
1961-62 •• 

3.39. As for the impact of irrigation. it is readily seen that 79 percent 
of the 19 cultivators seeing a demonstration plot in 1960-61 and thereafter 
adopting at least one of the crop-type combinations during 1961-62 have 
some irrigation facility. the remaining 21 percent being without any irriga
tion facility. Also, the percentage of cultivators adopting an improved prac
tice in 1961-62 after seeing it in 1960-61 is 21 in the case of cultivators with 
some irrigation facility. where as the corresponding percentage for those not 
having any irrigation facility is only 8. Thus. in the matter of adoption 
also, better acceptan~ is reported on the part of cultivators who have some 
irrigation facility. 

3.40. Of the 25 crop-t"JPe combinations demonstrated, 10 crop-type com· 
binations were adopted during 1961-62 b~ one or the other cultivators see
ing the demonstration plots. Out of these 10 crop-type combinations. 3 
were already accepted by some cultivators before seeing the derr:onstration 
plot during 1960-61. Hence 7 new crop-types were accepted by the culti
vators who have adopted after seeing the demonstration plots. In all. there
fore. out of the 25 crop-type combinations demonstrated during 1960-61. 20 
(13 + 7) crop-type combinations have been accepted by one or more culti
vators by 1961-62. 
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-3A-l~ ICropi wise. percentages of: ca8es~ ofi adoptioir of an: improved prac
ticeji.ri-~1961·62 to :.the total11o1 ,of. :cultivators . seeing demon$ation. plots:. inc 
1960-61 -and reporting non-adoption iofl the 'same..· before l960-61r .are: shown: . 
belOW::: .J.ii C ~l· .1:'- :1 . .'-.:i n! <.~(i..l r.-~-~~~J. .. .-:~:::;::__...:.:::-_~ L ... ~-~2J·/ 'J:~.~,. t:i :..,·JJ ~-_) ~~- J 

• ·..I ~ .... •• • • : .. • 

'Y_f:CrOP"··i'~ : ... t; ,,,.:: _'.No:tsel:ing rin :1960 •. :-;Of those-.:in.column [ ·~-percentages, .... · l 
,~•· . ~ , .< ·,., . . .. 61 but not adoptiJ1g ~ {2). No., adopting, , . . , .. ~ . , , 

. _(,..Jj '• v·'·''--·' •• before 196Q-61.u•.- ,; 'Jn-1961-62':''·• ._ .... Ll> o_; .. '-'''·'' ··'' _lJ 

~-~~;r-!i.z·r(;!~/<;_ 1 .:~· ::;.-:-~:!1 1-__. :,_)·.,_l2L _ _. l!J.; \\!} J:~'..:.·~--~·.J:~ 3i ;~~.-:.i ·-~-~:·---~-~-:~ r·4 .• --
1

·_ .. --:. :.:..fT 

Wheat 

:-f",.... 
'_ • j' ~ J, . __ :_ 

·::'B_ajric<; :·!·,;_. '·; -r.tJ; •. ·.:, "22'' ;_,~·.·: ;~-~ .. ;: '.:·: ... ~Jl :.·::>:~.-,; J. 4.S5;-·_,·,,:·.L:. 

~;~~u~~;~o· _ ... -~- .r:: :~1 ·~;~ .. ~.::~';·:':'?J :·_;·.;· .. _::::~,~~::::: .~:; 
·l.42.L;Ifhus;; for almost al.ttropSI increase ~in1 adojxion; of ~mprovecL praceL 

ticesctlUring~ 1961.:.62) afterj visits,·to -demonstration:: plots::inJ 196(}.61-:bas, not< 
been quitd. encouraging,; patticularlf m: •CottOn~ bajri !and paddy l r:. ·, j :. : ·' . . . 

L' , .. ' ' . . . r 1 ., 

~ !.~(r~·a:sdn~. fot_ A~~-ad~pti,~~ 'in;·. ~~6t~~~i.' pf ~~~ .. R~ft!c~s ·~t:h·.~~ .~emo~-1·~ 
strat10n. plots durmg 1960-61 were:-recorded, whtch are gtven, m· the fcllow-in$;.Ptb .. ·l~.·. : .. ;: ~---· . !! ..• ·; ~-- .' ~: .JJ ._._.,·:· ·, r~- ·i-_,/•) ~: i .. :J ~~-:Lc·' ~·: J ·'~~r:! 

, ; ! ':, ,". •! I. • i i'•; I:.- 1 ' f'o ': " . "' _. 'I : 1 ' • •• "1 :..,.., 

.;•n••; ;:; , , Reasons . _·,: .. c··. PercentagetototalNo.oheasons:_., ·
1

,, "-"~ 

n~ :~---··.:·:-~ ';:~ ...... ~ .. Firsh 1, ·. )Se:cnd, ;c,·~ AU· Li 
priority - .. priority · ~ reasons .. 

-----------------'----'-----'----"------+-'- [ 
1. Adoption needs too much addi• 25.56 22.22 23.81 

1!: y::: :tionai cash: expenditure,. _ r < · ; ! ,_:.; .1 ~ 1 : _. 1 1 

·2::i AC!optio~ ·nebcts ·.'too 1nuch1 :addi-- 1 ·• ;. 1 13.33
1
' ,~ 

"'.· :.::·f tional: ltrigation ~acilitie~ ·which:; ~ ·,,;. .. , · .J _ , i , · .... 
_ 1 ,~:,,~r~.P?t,~y~!l,ab}e\; . >;·_,_·:.'l L ·~;,;:';. , . 
3. None of the new practices seen sui- · •: 14.43 
. .. table to own, farm soil.. , • c! L. // ..-:·: ·..: :. ,·. _.:. _J ..J .. 1 • : ·.; ·; r ~ ·. :. ! f :~·- ~-..... ~ ; , ·. 

'f1-~, 1 ~ot 'conviflced about hi~her; yield.. , 1 :7.78 

'5i 'Not ·tohvinced about ' better · net ·.5.55:: 
returns. 

6. Due to less land. 3.33 

-1;: .~.·Demorlstratiori-plot' was ·not succeSs-~' ' 3.33' 
<'.' ~ Jul. ; '' ''! ' '! ' .;.\ I 

'8 .. -Adverse effects 'I 4.44. _I 

19> ; Materials ate dot available in time. 2.22 
~ ' ' f ' • , ~ ; I ' ' ' J ' • • • i 

1.?•, ?Id, ,methods are, good. 4.44 

11: Other reasons • ' 15.56 

10.32 

. ; ) ·: "' . -- - ~ t :. I , . : 

'! 1.41 .1 ··<;:1-14 

' ' 3.70 

14.81 

,_ '7.41 
.. 

' l~ 

7.41;. 

·; 7.41 
; I 

11.11 

''' :4:76. 

-:· . ;_ l5.S6 . > 
: 4.76:. '~ 

',J 

4.76 •'; 

3.97 

3.97 

17.46 

. ...(Percentage for reasons· {ncluded in' 'other reasons are individually' less than the 

least for reasons included above). 

' 'J 
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3.43. Thus, the main deterrent to adoption of new practices appears to 
be the need for considerable additional cash expenditure. Next comes the 
non-suitability of the soil to the improved practices seen and then the lack. 
of additional1rrigation facilities.--- - - -

3.44. There were 160 visits by 139 _cultivators to 21 crop-type combin· 
ations grown on the demonstration plots in 1961-62, the different crops be
ing wheat, paddy, cotton. bajri, groundnut, jowar and tobacco. Those 'de
monstrating the -use of chemical fertilisers _topped the list with 51 cases 
followed by 45 composite method, higher yielding improved seeds and che
mical fertilisers.' and 26 cases of higher yielding improved . seeds. In 'the 
case of wheat only. 3- pest resistant improved seeds variety demonstration 
. plots are rep'?rted. . Except for tobacco. demonstration plots for chemical 

, --. • -I • ' . . • • • . • - - - ' 
'fertilisers are reported' for all the other 6 crops ·-, highest number_ being 
19 in the case of wheat, followed by 16 cases or')piHidy;~6''C'aSeS: ot :cotton, 
S cases_()fjowa~_4 __ C!lses_fo_cbajri_and 1 for groundnut Except for jowar, 
higher. yielding improved seeds .and chemical fertiliser demonstration plots 
are reported for ~ther 6 'crops. 'the highest number being 15 in the case of 
wheat followed by 11 cases for ootton, 7 cases for paddy. S cases for bajri. 
4 cases for groundnut and __ 3_for tobacco._ Among_ tbe crops, __ wheat and 
paddy occupy the .highest place {45). followed by cotton (34), groundnut (14). 
bajri (14). jowar (5) and tobacco (3). : · · · 

3.45 Thus, largely, the sample' of cultivators •who· have seen· demonstra
tion plots during 1961-62 is overwhelmingly one seeing demonstration plots 
of improved seedS" of higher'-"yielding ·varieties' and/or chemical f~rtilisers 
in respect of wheat, paddy. bajri. groundnut, jowar and cotton. For jl"•war 
and tob~cco the sample size is~ quite insignificant' arid hence in what ·follows 
they arc_: not disCUSSed. . \'((if r ,._ .. ··>>·! Lr••• • ))_,_ .. ,.,, ·, I• ' ;-

3.46., Out of the; 139 cultivators who \'isited demonstration, plots during 
1961~62, 73 (i.e. ~~.Percent) h~tye reported that they_ hav~ planned to_ ad~opt 
for at least one crop-type seen in 1962-63. · · · · 

; ( (' j •( ; • -

Crop:wise percentage cases of -probable acceptance of improved practices 
in 1962-63 to the, total no. of &ases of improved practices seen in 1961-62. 
- ------------ -·· ........ --------

.. Qop 

l 

I.· Wheat 

2. Paddy 

3. ·Cotton· 

4. Bajri .. ' \. ·~ 

5. Groundnut 

'· Nos. seeing in' 1961-62 . 

2 
45 

45 

.34 

14 
·; 

14 

No. planning to adopt 
in 1962-63 

3 

19 
. :. 1 ... 

20 

I 'If 

9 

4. ' 

Percentage. ' 
4 

4U2 

44.44 

55.88 : • 

64.29 
I 

28.S7. 
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Percentage of acceptance of crop-type seen in 1961-62. 

Crop 
Type 

Wheat Paddy Cotton Bajri 

1. Improved seeds (higher yield) 50 20 80 

2. Japanese method 20 

3. Chemical fertilisers 51 75 33 100 

4. Improved seeds (higher yield) 20 29 45 20 
and chemical fertilisers 

The reasons for non-acceptance of the types seen in 1961-62 were recorded 
and they are given below. 

Percentage to total no. of reasons 
Reasons 

·Total First Second 
priority priority 

1. AdQption needs additional irriga- 28.24 30.38 13.89 
. tion facilities which are not 

available. 

2. None of the new ·practices seen sui- 17.56 29.11 
table to own farm 

3. Adoption needs too much· addi-
tiona! cash expenditure 

13.74 17.72 11.11 

4. Not convinced about the higher yield. 6.87 5.06 13.89 

5. Not convinced about better net re- 10.69 27.78 
turns 

6. Due to less land 4.58 3.80 5.55 

7. Materials are not available in time 4.58 2.53 8.33 

8. Demonstration plot was not succe- 2.29 2.53 2.78 
ssful. 

9. Old methods are good 2.29 2.53 

10. Other reasons 9.16 6.33 16.66 

------- -------·- . -·------

(Percentages for reasons included in 'other reasons' are individually less 
than the least for reasons included above). 

3.47. Thus, the main deterrent to the acceptance of new practices is the 
lack of irrigation facilities. Next comes the non-iuitability of the soil to 
the improved practices seen and then the reason that new practices need 
too much additional cash expenditure. 
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4. ANALYSIS OF DATA IN QVESTIO~AIRE 2 (Q. 2). 

Selected Knowledgeable Pen0011 

4.1. With a view to ascertain the extent of knowledge and participation 
of progressive farmers and other knowledgeable persons of tho villages. and 
to measure their reaction to the programme of demonstration plots. Quea- · 
tionnaire-2 (Q. 2) was canvassed to 517 such cultivators in the selected vill
ages. the number in each village being S. This selection was no doubt pur- · 
posive, as knowledgeable persons had to be chosen for canvassing the Q. 2. 
on the advice of tho village officials. Tho following table shows the number 
of such farmers according to status. It may be stated that a cultivator huo; 
could have more than one status. There are 11 such cases reported and 
these have been identified with ()De status only. since the main ·purpose of 
this table is to show only the different types of knowled!!eable. cultivators 
selected. and not use this classification later on to examine differences of : 
impacts of tho demonstration programme by types of status. 

Status No. in No. of cultivators Ba:ording to stratum. " 

the· sample 
I u m IV v 

~- Sarpanch. 62 .. s 8 24 21 4 

2. Member of Village Panchayats 132 . ' 17 51 52 . 3" 

3. Member of the Cooperative ' 78 13 7 34 2l 2 
Society's working Committee 

4. Member of the Block Develo- 12. 2 l .. . 1 , .. B . 
!'ment Council or District 
Devdopment Council. 

5. Progressive Cultivators. 109 6 2 l7 51 n 
6. Others 124 IS. 1~ 63 . . 30 . . 

Total 511 50 .so 210 177. . 30 

Average Sire of Holding (acres) 25.40 28.30 ' 31.02 24.15 25.34 21;07 

4.2. It may be mentioned that Stratum-1 and n are more Tecent as com
pared to other Strata, these having completed less than one year and bet- ' 
ween one to three years of Stage I respectively, whereas S~tum m consists 
of Stage-1 blocks completing over 3 years, Stratum IV consists of Stage-ll 
blocks completing le~s than 2 years. ·stratum V consists of Stage n blocks 
completing 2 )'ears or more. The above table also shows that the bulk of. 
the sample comes from the Stratum m and IV, i.e. from blocks whic~ h&ve. 
completed a fairly long period of development stage. 

Knowledge ol Demonstration Plots ~ 

4.3. The knowledgeable cultivators are. generally speaking. more fav
ourably placed as regards their size of boldings, irrigation facilities~ oppor· 
tunity of acquiring knowledge of improved practices and securing ol ameni· . 
H-1817....:..5. . . 
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ties for adoption of, these practices. · Against the average size of holding 
of 15.59 acres for all types of cultivators, the corresponding figure for know
ledgeable cultivators is over 25 acres. Even with these favourable circum
stances, 41 percent have not seen a demonstration plot till the date of inquiry. 
Of the.304 out of 517 <:ultivators, who have seen a demonstration plot, 186 
or about 6l percent. have seen for the first time before 1960-61, 21 percent 
have seen-these during 1960-61 and the remaining 18 percent during 1961-62. 
Thus, of the 331 (517-186) who had not seen a demonstration ·plot at all 
before 1960-61, only 118, or less than 36 percent of these not seeing a de
monstration plot before '1960-61, have been added to the fold of those who 
have seen demonstration plot, during the two year period of 1960-61 and 
1961~62. -~- ' 

~ 4.4. Analysis according to the various strata intlicates that in blocks 
which have started earlier (stratum III, IV and V), over 60 percent of know
ledgeable cultivators· have seen demonstration plots as compared to 44 per
cent in Stratum II and a still smaller proportion viz., 32 percent, in the most 
recently started blocks (Stratum 1). Of those who have seen demonstration 
plots in Stratum IV and V, over 76 percent in Stratum IV and over 90 per
cent in Stratum V have seen the demonstration plots for the first time even 
before 1960-61, whereas in the blocks which have not completed 3 years 
of Stage I (Stratum I and II) only 38. percent of the knowledgeable cu1ti
vators have seen demonstration plots. In fact, in all blocks, irrespective of 
the date of starting, the tenden9y indicated is that during recent years, i.e. 
1960-61 and 1961-62, not many more have been brought to the fold of those 
who have seen a demonstration plot at least once and this also even in the 
case of knowledgeable cultivators and in spite of the fact that there was 
ample scope for doing so. For instance, only 36 percent of these know
ledgeable cultivators had at all seen a demonstration plot before 1960-61, 
which shows that scope exists for showing demonstration plots to the re· 
maining 64 percent. Instead, only 23 percent more had seen demonstra
tion, plots for the first time during 1960·61 and 1961-62 (upto to the time 
of the· inquiry). 

4.5. Analysis of the extent of impact of the demonstration plot pro
gramme in terms of visits to demonstration plot by knowledgeable culti
vators, according to whethet they belong to the villages which are VL W 
headquarters or not reveals the interesting result tl1at villages which are 
VL W headquarters show distinctly high proportions of knowledgeable culti
vators paying at least one visit to a demonstration plot. Thus, 68 percent of 
such cultivators of VLW headquarter villages ·have paid visit to a demon
stration plot at least once as against 48 percent of such cultivators in other 
villages. Of those who have seen a\ demonstration plot, a larger percentage 
(64 percent) has seen· for the first time before 1960-61 in VLW headquarter 
villages as compared to . corresponding percentage of 57 in other than VL W 
headquarter villages. The fig\U'es are set out in the following table : 
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Item. 

1. No. of knowledgeable cultivators (Sample) 
2. No. of such cultivators who have seen a demonstra

tion ploL 
3." Percentage of 2 to 1. 
4. Of those at 2 above, percentage of those who have 

seen for the first time. 

Category of villages. 

VLW Headquarter Other 
villages. villages. 

260 251 
177 127 

68 - 49 

(a) Before 196()........61 . 63.84 57.48 .. 
(b) During 196()........61 22.60.. 18.90 
(c) During 1961~2_ 13.56 • . _23.62 

4.6. Distribution of villages split up into above two categories ~ accOrd
ing to numbers of selected knowledgeable cultivators also reveals that while 
less than 6 percent of VLW headquarter villages were such in ~hich. not 
. one of the selected knowledgeable cultivator had seen' a demonsllition· plot. 
there were about 31 percent i.e. nearly one-third of the selected 
-villages which were not VLW headquarters in which the selccted·cultivators 
had not seen a demonstration plot atall. Also. the percentage of villages 
in which all the S sel~ted knowledgeable cultivators had seen a demonstra
tion plot was higher at 40 percent in the category of VLW headquarter vill
ages. whereas it was less than 30 percent in the other villages. . lbesc fig
ures indicate that the effort is more concentrated jn the VLW headquarter 
villages. The figures arc set out in. the following table. · 

No. of selected knowledgeable cultivators who have · · No.' of villages. : 
seen a demonstration plot in a village.. . · ......-:-. 

. · · VLW Headquarter Other· than' 
'• ' '. 1 •. ·,.' •J . .J' .. • ~ • "VLW Head~ 

r ~ " • 1 .. 1 • · ,. : . , , - .-. • . : .. ·quarter .• 

o· 1' -~ J . ·3 . 16 
,. 5. - I "1 6 ,_ 
·. 8 11·. 

4' 
I 
2 

. 9, 6 
• I 6 5 

3 
I' 4 .. 

s 21 1S 

Total 52 52 

(In two villages. Q. 2 has not been canvassed.) 

4.7. By and large. those who have visited the demonstration plot at least 
once have acquired information from VLWs. For 69 percen.t of such culti
vators. VLWs arc the first informant. The agency. communicating informa
tion to the knowledgeable cultivators next in importance is the cultivator 
on whose farm demonstration plot is laid, inasmuch as 10 percent first 
acquired knowledge of the demonstration plots t.l-Jrough them. About 9 
percent have first acquired the knowledge of demonstration plots th~mselves, 
perhaps seeing such a plot on the road-side. or hearing about the demon
stration plots from their neighbours. etc. 



4.8. Over three-fourths (76 percent) of the knowledgeable cultivators v.ho 
have- seen a demonstration plot have seen them only in their villages; another 
16 percent have seen only outside their villages, and 8 percent have 
seen both in the village and outside the villages. 

4.9. VLW is the principal agencrJ conducting visits to the demonstration 
plots. About half the number of such visits were conducted by the VLWs 
in 1960-61 and 1961-62.- Next in importance is the knowledgeable culti
vator himself. In 1960-61, 30 percent of the visits were self-conducted, 
whereas in 1961-62, this percentage was higher at 39. Also, about half of 
these visits were conducted in groups and about 43 percent to 45 percent, 
alone, during these two years. It would thus appear that a large propor
tion of visits. were conducted by the cultivators themselves. and a large per
centage of visits were not in groups. The real extension effort through 
organised_ forms of visits which obviously can yield better results in tenns 
of later acceptance of improved practices is. thus lacking in a large propor
tion of cases. 

4.10.. A further probe into the knowledge of those knowledgeable culti
vators who have not visited a demonstration plot even once, about the exis
tence of the demonstration plots and reasons for no~-visit eveuthough they 
may have known about the demonstration plots revealS: results of interest. 

4.11. As stated earlier, about 59 percent of the cultivators had visited 
demonstration plot atleast once. The break-up for those who bad not so 
visited a demonstration plot is as follows: 26 percent or slightly more than one
fourth of the cultivators had knowledge of the existence of dfmonstration 
plot and yet did not visit these even once. The remaining 15 percent had 
no knowledge about the existence of demonstration plots. The following 
table gives the percentage of cultivators giving specific reasons - these 
cultivators being those who knew about the existence of demonstration 
plots but did not pay a visit even once. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

. 4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

Percentage to total number of reasons. 

Reasons Total First· 
Priority 

Special or personal approach not made .. 32.52 29.45 

No proper arrangement for the visit. 20.86 20.93 

Time inconvenient 20.25 24.81 

Utility doubtful 6.13 5.43 

Utility nil 3.07 3.88 

Already growing same crop-type combination 2.45 1.55 

Crop-type combination is not suitable to own 2.45 3.10 
farm 

Other reasons 12.27 10.85 

Second 
Priority. 

45.46 

18.18 

3-.03 

9.09 

6.06 

18.18 
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(Percentages for reasons .included in. 'other .reaso~ are,.. indiv.iduallyless 
than the least for reasons included above. Of the 26 percent of the culti
vators who knew about the existence of demonstration plots but did not 
pay a visit even once. 5.34 percent cultivators have not assigned any reasons 
for not paying a visit even once.) 

4.12. These . figures pin point the considerable .. room for. better. more 
appropriate and more concerted. efforts, by extensioa agency. The most im
portant reason for not visiting a demonstration plot is l.be lack of persoual 
approach on the part of extension agency to men of status in the: villages. 
status }Vi:.ich perhaps still entitles, them to exp~lspecial approach to cn.sur,e 
thei.t cooperation in. the programme. · The reaso$ that either the arrange
ment for visits were. not proper or the time of visit was. inconvenient carry 
almost equal overall importance between them but as. firsL priority reason 
the letter appears somewhat. more important. These remediable defects or 
lacunae in extension programme account for over three-fourths of the total 
number of reasons. 

Co~tions and Approach: 

4.13. Only 19 percent i.e. less than one-fifth of tho. knowledgeable- culti
vators hava stated that they were approaehed by Block Officials- during 
1960-61 or 1961-62~ 72 percent of these approaches ~ere- made by ~ 
VLWs and some 12 percent by agricultural extension officers~ About 40 
percent of the advice or opinions sought related to location of the demon
stration plot. and slightly over 32 percent of the advices o~ opinioD.\ per
tained to selection of crop-type. · Iu. a smaller measwe advice regarding use 
of chemical fertilise,rs was also. sought. · . : , . ' . · · · ... ' . . . ' -~ . ~ - . ..__ ~ 

4.14; It would thuS appear that effort ~wards person~·. approach.·to 
knowledgeable cultivators for seeking thei.t advice or opinions has been. weak. 
In regard to organised. group-effort also. less than 43 percent_ have. stated 
that the subject of demonstration plot was discussed at the village meetings. 
and almost all those saying so, had attended thes; me~tings (96 percent}. 
Since only about 4 percent of the cultiyators who could· attend the meetings 
but did not attend them .. reasons for not atteruimg the meetings need oot be 
discussed •. However, taking the whole. sample. only about 41- percenl -of 
knowledgeable cultivators (212 out of 517) had attended- a meeting. 

4.15. Of the various subjects relating to demonstration plot discussed at 
the meeings, about two-thirds of the topics pertained to crop-typa specir
fication. and slightly less than one-thirds, methods of finding out the bene
fits. 

4.16. The timings of the meeting seem to be evenly distributed from May 
to December of the year. 
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Acceptance of Demonstration Plot Programme : 
' 

4.17 Asked if they accepted the usefulness of the demonstration plot 
programme, over 94 percent replied in affirmative. Of those replying in 
amimative, 84 percent said that higher yield could be demonstrated. Ac· 
cording to priority ordering also, this was lhe most important general benefit 
which was pointed out by these cultivators. Among the other general bene· 

· fits mentioned were demonstration of better returns and of the possibility 
of .more intensive cultivation. Since only a sma11 percentage said ( 6 percent) 
. that they did not accept the demonstration plot programme, their reasons 

'for such a view have not been analysed. It w;.lUld appear, however, that this 
question regarding general benefits has not been properly understood lYJ 
the investigators and hence by the respondents also, since, in most of the 
cases specific benefits due to the adoption of crop-type combinations they 
have seen were mentioned. Much stress snould not therefore be laid on the 
types of general benefits stated by the respondents. 

4.18. About 73 percent of the respondents Vihl> accept demonstration plot 
programme stated that they try to persuade villagers to see a demonstration 
plot and 85 percent of these respondents prefer individual approach, the 
group approach (by addressing villagers in groups) being indicated as a 
method of persuading villagers to see a demonstration plot by 45 percent 
of the respondents. This includes those who have indicated both methods 
of approach. Active participation in arranging visits has been i~;~.dicated by 
26 percent 

4.19. IIi 87 cases disapproval of certain specific crop-type combinations 
was· recorded, and their reasons ·analysed. These (H~approvals were conveyed 
b7 knowledgeable cultivators who accepted the· utility (Jf dt:monstration pro· 
gramme but disapproved certain specific crop-type combinations. The .main 
'reasons· are (1) crop-type combination is not suitable to land, (2) Additional 
irrigation. facilities are not available, (3) Higher yield (though expected) doe_s 
not seem possible, and (4) fertility of land goes down. Largest numbers of 
disapproval have been registered in the case of wheat (23 cases), cotton (20 
cases), and groundnut (18 cases). 

' . ' 

• 
4.20. To. the question whether in the opinion of the respondent, methods 

of laying demonstration plot were defective and if so, what were the defectS 
and what alternative methods were preferred, very few respondents have 
replied that the methods were defective. It is, therefore, difficult to analyse 
with any measure· of precision in what way these methods were defective 
and what alternatives were suggested. However, it may be mentioned that 
some replies indicate that visits are not systematically arranged; that pro
paganda regarding visits is inadequate and that benefits of adoption of prac
tices shown or seen on the demonstration plot are required to be properly 
explained. 
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· 4.21. It may be that to some extent. these reasons must be attributed to 
non-personal approach as regards this programme and the WlS"Jstematic 
manner in which visits are encouraged or arranged. 
Acceptance of practices : 

4.22 There were 160 visits (in fact there w~re 177 visits, but information 
regarding 17 visits by 12 cultivators is not recorded completely ~d hence 
they are omitted from the discussion) in 1960-61 by 127 laiowledgeable culti
vators (25 percent of the total selected) in respect of 30 crop-type combina
tions for 8 crops viz., wheat. paddy, cotton, bajri, groundnut, jowar. maize 
and tobacco. Those demonstrating the use of higher. yielding improved 
seeds and chemical fertiliser topped the list with 43 cases followed by. 37 
cases of chemical fertilisers and 32 cases of higher yielding improved seeds. 
In the case of wheat only, S cases of pest resistant - ~mproved seed variety 
were repo~. The cases of demonstrations for chemical fertilisers were 
reported for all crops except tobacco, highest number being 14 in case of 
bajri, followed by 10 cases of cotton and 6 for groundnul Demonstration. 
plots of higher yielding improved seeds have been seen in the case of wheat 
(18 cases). bajri (13 cases), paddy (S cases). cotton (3 cases). groundnut and 
maize 2 cases each. Demonstration plots for hi~her )'ielding improved seeds 
have been seen for wheat (9 cases). bajri (8 cases). )owar (S cases). pllddy' 
and cotton, each 4 cases, and 2 cases for tobacco. Among the crops. wheat 
has the highest number 43, .followed by bajri 39, paddy 30, and cotton 24. 

4.23. Thus largely the sample of knowledgeable ccltivators who have 
seen demonstration plots during 1960-61 is overwl>elmingly cne seeing de· 
monstrations of improved seeds of higher yielding variety and/or chemical 
fertilisers in respect of wheat and bajri and to a smaller extent, ci\tton and 
paddy. For jowar. groundnut, maize and tobacco the sample is quite in
significnl The acceptance of practices would, therefore, be governed lYJ 
what the cultivators have seen mainly for wheat and bajri and for higher 
yielding improved seed varieties and/or chemical fertilisers. 

4.24. Of these 30 crop-type combinations, 19 show acceptance even be
fore 1960-61. in varying proportions, by knowledgeable cultivators seeing 
them. These proportions can be seen from the following table. 

Percentage of acceptance, befor~· 1960-61 of crop~tJPe c~mbinations' seen 
on demonstration plots during 1960-61. 

Type 

1. Improve seeds 
i. higher yielding 
ii. rest resistant 

· 2. Chemical fertilisers 
3. · Japanese Paddy 

·4. Improved seed~ of higher yielding 
variety plus chemical fertilisers. 

Wheat · 

11 
20 

33 

Crop 

Paddy Cotton Bajri 

15 so 25 

21 I 

60 
100 54 
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. 4.25. The above percentages are calculated for 10 crop-type comb ina· 
tions. For ~apanese paddy, demonstration plots have been seen by 60 per
cent knowledgeable cultivators who had already adopted that method; 33 
percent of the knowledgeable cultivators who saw in 1960-61 wheat higher 
yielding improved seeds and chemical fertilisers, had already adopted that 
combination before 1960-~1; foo percent of those knowledgeable culti
vators who saw paddy· higher yielding improved seeds and chemical 
fertilisers had already adopted that method before 196C-61, and 75 percent 
of those cultivators who saw paddy higher yielding improved seeds had 
adopted that method before 1960-61. In the c:tse of cotton higher yielding 
improved seeds, 50 percent had adopted that method before seeing it. For 
bajri higher yielding improved seeds and chemical fertilisers, ·54 percent of 
tJ:le knowledgeable cultivators had adopted that method before 1960-61. 

. : 4.26. The degree of acceptance of improved rractices (for an}' of the 8 
crops) seen on demonstration plots during 1960-61, even before 1960-61 is 
seen below in terms of percentages of knowledgeable cultivators adopting 
improved practices before 1960-61 to the total number of knowledgeable 
cultivators seeing these respective practices during 1960-61 on demonstration 
plots.· 

Type 

· 1. · Improved seeds. , 

i. 'higher -yielding · 

ii. pest resistant 

2. Chemical fertilisers 

3. Japanese Paddy 

4. · Improved seed-higher yielding plus chemical 
fertilisers. ·· 

Percentage adopting before 1960.. 
61 to total seeing on demon
stration plot .during 1960-111. 

38 

20 

19 

60 

44 

4.27. It may be seen that not large proportion of demonstration plots 
are seen by or shown to the knowledgeable cultivators who have already 
adopted the improved practices see on demonstrat~on plots. Only in the 
case of 1 apanese · method of . paddy cultivation it seems, bulk of the effort 
is in the direction of bringing those who have already adopted that method 
before 1960-61 to the demonstra~ion plots. · 

4.28. Of the 160 total number of visits to demonstration plot in 1960· 
61, 103 (or 64 percent) visits were by knowledgeable cultivators who had not 
adopted any of the. improved crop-type combinations before n60-61. In 
terms ot number of cultivators, out of 127 who visited demonstration riots, 
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80 (or 63 percent) had not adopted any practice seen by them on demonstra
tion plot before 1960-61. These knowledgeable cultivators were asked 
whether they had adopted any of these practices during 1961-62, and if yes, 
whether partially or fully. The replies indicate that 4'1 percent of these 
cultivators had adopted in 1961-62 one or more of the improved prac-
tices seen by them in 1960-61. · 

Crop-wise percentage of cases of adoption ot improved practice in 1961-
62 to the total number of cases of non-adoption of the same before 1960-61" 
are shown below : 

..1 • ~ 

Crop Number seeing in Of these number Percentage 
1960-61 but not ad- adopting in 1961-62 

opting before 1960-61 

Wheat 31 lS 48 

Paddy ll 1 
·; 

8 

Cot~n 1.9 . .8 . ' 42 ' 
Bajri 2S ... 10 . ~ 40 

Groundriut 8 "2 2S. 

4.29. Thus, for. important crops, paddY. has failed to add significantly to 
the adoptions of improved practices during 19)1-62. In other crops, except 
for groundnut for which sample. size is quite small, ·' the adoption of im-: 
prove4 practices has varied_ from 40 to 48 percent of those who have seen 
demonstrations plot but not adopted these practices be~ore 1960-61. . 

• • • • !> • t •• 

Of the number of visitors who have adopted (!uring .1961~62, the following 
table gives the percentage of cultivators who. have -~doptcd fully. or partially. 

Crop Percentage 

Full adoption . Partial adoption 

Wheat 

Paddy 

Cotton 

Bajri 

Groundnut 

33 

I!- . 
: 7S 

40 

67 

.• . • 100 .. 

2S 

60 

100 

4.30. The reasons for non-adoptions in 19f 1-62 of new practices seen 
on demonstration plots during 1960-61 were recorded. Aniong the 'main 
reasons, the following can be classified : (i) New practices not suitable for 
own farm soil and (ii) adoption of new practices needs additional irrigation 
facility which is not available. The first reason accounts for 20 percent of 
H-1817-6 
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the totai number of reasons given, and second reason accounts for 29 per:; 
cent of the reasons. Another 29 percent is malle up of miscellaneous reasons 
not specifically recorded. Considering the priority,_ the _largest percentage of 
total number of ·first priority reasons is against the lack of additional iiTi
gation facilities. 

4.31. Thus, the main deterrents to ~doption of new practices· are the 
lack of sufficient irrigation facilit"J and unsuitability of soil. Among other 
important reasons mention may also be m'lde of •not: convinced about 
higher yield' (10 percent) and •need for additional cash ~xpenditure' (5 per
cent). 

4.32. There were 188 visits by 154 cultivators to 28 crop-type combina
tions grown on the demonstration plots in 1961-62. The different crops be
ing paddy, cotton, wheat, bajri, groundnut, jcn.var. tobacco, lang and maize. 
Those demonstrating the use of composite method -- higher yielding im
proved seeds and chemical fertilisers topped th~ list with 65 cases followed 
by 53 cases of chemical fertilisers and 27 cases of higher yielding improved 
seeds. In the case of wheat only, 6 pest resistant improved seed variety de
monStrations were reported, and in the case of jowar 4 cases of short matu
ritY improved seeds were reported. Except for iang and ·maize, the· cases, 
of higher yielding improved seed demonstrations were· reported for ali. the> 
above crops - highest number being 16 fo!" wheat, followed by 14 cases 
of paddy and bajri each, 13 cases of cotton, 3 cases of jowar and tobacco. 
each and 2 cases of groundnut For 6 crops, demonstration plots for che- · 
mical fertilisers were reported - highest number being 21 for cotton, follow
ed lYJ 14 for paddy, 12 for wheat. 2 for grou..1dnut and )owar each·anci ·L 
for ianp;. Of the 27 cases of higher yielding improved seeds, 12 cases are 
for paddy, 7 for bajri and groundnut each and 1 for cotton. Among the 
crops, paddy occupies the highest place 58 cases followed by cotton (42 
cases), wheat (35 cases), bajri (28 cases), ~oundnut (1 J cases), jowar (9 
cases), rooacoo {3 ·cases), lang -ct case) and maize n case). 

4.33. Thus, largly the sample of cultivators "'ho have Eeen demonstra
tion nlots dtirinP: 1961-62 is overwhelmingly one seein!! demonstration T'lots 
for higher yielding improved seeds and/or chemical fertilisers in respect of 
paddy, cotton, wheat and to a smaller extent bajri and groundnut. For 
jowar, tobacco, lang and maize the sample si::e is quite insignificant and in 
what follows they are not discussed. 

4.34. Out of 154 cultivators who visited d!monstration plot during 1961-
1962~ 67 (i.e. about 44%) have renorted that they have planned to adopt for. 
at leac;t one cron-type seen in 1962-63. In terms of the numher of visits, 
~t of 188 visits to demonstration plots, 104 (i.e.' 55'in) visits wete· by know-'! 
ledgeable cultivators who have report~d that they have planned· to a~opt: 
the crop-type seen in 196Z-~l, 
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Crop~wis.e. pe~~tase ,c{lS~I of probablo JQCeptance. of &41 iJllproved prac
tice in 1962-63 to the total number of cas~s of improved practices seen in 
1961-62. 

·=·:··.:II C~op.. - ' 
~~. ·-.'. ! .::l.i l . , 

i-f:. - .. ,; 1 ' 

~ '.- .. 
. (1) paddy , ('" . ..,. 

~". (ii) · cotton 

· · · (iii) wheat 

:. :, (i~) • . bajri 
. , . . . . . '. " . ~ 

• f.,._. ( t.• •• J . 

. ·. r(v) grpun~'!ut 

.• 

r • 

.~0- se.:.· 
1961-61 

2 

58 

42 

35 

l8 

.ll 

in No. planning t•. r ~- .cat4gi: 
adopt in 1962-63 

l 4 

21 36 

27 64 

22 63 

2Q '71 

,5 .: - ' .. , 
. . 

4~3$: Of the 28 crop-tfpe combinations demon!.tratcd for all the 9 crops. 
24 :Crop.cype combinations w~r<' accep~ by . t11~ . c'IJ.ltiva19rs. . 

' ·The' ·reasop.S! for non~acceptanco of the crup-lype seen -~re recorded and 
they are given below: · 

Percentage to total no. or reasons. 

Reasons Total First Second 
priority priority 

1. Adoption needs additional irriga· 29.58 31.91 33.33 
tion facility which is not available. · 

2. None or the new practices seen sui· 28.17 -17.02 53.34 
table for own farm soil 

3. Not convinced about better net re- 15.49 14.89 
turns 

4. Not convinced about higher yield 5.6] 8.51 

i: s. Adoption needs too much additional · 
. c:ash expenditure. 9,86 JQ.64 13,~3 

6. Other reasons 11.27 17.03 

{Percentages for reasons included in 'other reasons• are. individually less 
than the least for reasons included above.) 

4.36. The main· deterrents to adoption of new practices are the lack of 
sufficient irrigation facility and the unsuitability of fanp soil Considering 
the priority also, these two reasons are lhc most important Among other 
reasons 'not convinced about higher yield' and "adoption needs additional 
cash expenditure• occupy places next in importance. 
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· S. ANALYSts· OF DATA IN QUESTIONNAIRE 3 (Q.3). 

Sample Characteristics : . 

5.1. Questionnaire 3 (Q. 3) was canvassed to the cultivators in whose 
fields the demonstration plots in the selected villages were laid. The study 
covered. 106 villages - 52 of which were the headquarters of VLWs and 
54 were other villages under the jurisdiction of these VLWs. One of the 
VL W Headquarters being in town data regarding demonstration plots was 
not compiled. Instead information was compiled for another village in the 
circle. Out of 106 villages, demonstration plots were reported to have been 
laid only in 59 villages comprising 39 VLW Headquarter villages and 20 
other villages. In these 59 villages, for the 2 years covered by the survey, 
a total of 180 plots were laid on the fields of 134 cultivators of these 180 
plots, 80 demonstration plots were laid in 1960-61 and 100 in 1961-62. It 
is also seen that the increase in 1961-62 was mainly because of larger num
ber of plots laid in the VL W Headquarters, the number of demonstra
tion plots in the }'ears under survey in other villages being only 22 and 23 
respectively. 

Table showing number of demonstration plots laid according as the vill
age was VL W Headquarter or not. 

1960-61 1961-62 

Item VLW Other VLW Other 
Head quarter villages Head quarter villages 

1. No. of villages in 27 12 32 16 
which demonstra-
tion plots were lo-
cated. 

2. No. of demonstra-
tion plots laid. 

Total 58 22 71 23 
Result 45 17 51* 22 
Trial 13 5 19• 1 

5.2. Of the 134 cultivators, 41 cultivators had demonstration plots in 
1960-61, 62 cultivators had demonstration plots in 1961-62 and 31 cultivators 
had demonstration plots in both the years. It is interesting to note that the 
number of culivators having demonstration plots in both the years in the 
VL W headquarters is more than three times the number of cultivators 
having plots in both the years in the other villages. 

5.3 .. Of the 180 demonstration plots, 141 plots were result demonstration 
plots and 38 plots were trial demonstration plots, whereas the type of one 
was not known. Of these, the number of result demonstration plots in 1960-
61 was 62, while the comparable number for 1961-62 was 79. The number 

(*Type of one demonstration plot durmg 1961-62 is not know.) 
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of trial demonstration plots in these two Jears i.e. 1960-61 and 1961-62 were 
18 and 20 respectively. Of the result demonstration plots, the largest num· 
ber of plots was for wheat. followed by Bajri. cotton, paddy, and ground· 
nut in that order. In the trial demonstration plots, the largest nwnber of 
the plots were for cotton. followed by oajri, wheat and groundnut. The 
increase in demonstration plots in 1961-62 as compared to 1960-61 was 
mainly in paddy. groundnut and bajri. while the number of plots for wheat 
remained almost the same. 

Crop 1960-61 1961-62 
-" Result Trial Result Trial 

Wheat 23 4 23 3 

Bajri 1l 4 14 .) 4 

Cotton 11 4 12 s 
Paddy 7 17 2 

Groundnut 4 3. .,. 3 

1owar 2 2 3 

Maize 2 
,• .. 

Rajko I . 
T~ 1 

Sugercanc l 

Lang 1 

Cauliftowcr 1 

Cotton &: Groundnut I 

Bajri and Groundnut \ 1 

Total 62 18 ., 7h 20 

5.4. The distribution of cultivators having demonstration plots accord-
ing to their holdings is shown iil the table given below. 

No. of cultivators. --------
Having Having Having 

Size of holding acres Demonstra- Demonstra- Demonstra- Total 
tion plot in tion plot in tion plot in 
1960--61 1961-62 1960-61 &: 

1961-62 

Less than 10 8 12 4 24 

10-20 11 l7 s 33 

20-40 12 21 10 43 

40 and above 10 12 12 34 

Total: .. 41 62 31 134 

( •Type of one demonstration plot (Groundnut. 1961-62) is not known.) 
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: . S..S. The table show~ that the number of cultivators with less than 1 0 
.acres is proportionately less. Considering the fact that a large percentage 
-of holdings is below 10 and between 10 and 20 acres, the percentage of hold
.ings with demonstration plots in a size group to the tota_l number of hold
.ings in the size group, when compared for different size groups, would indi
-~te that the 3mall holdings are given relativel'f less representation in the 
.sele<;ton of hol4ings for laying demonstration plots. This may be largely 
due to non-availability of irrigation and o!her facilities for laying the de
monstration plot. How:ever, even small holdings have been selected for lay
ing demonstration plots and the selection of cultivatA•rs is not altogether 
guided by the larger size of holding of the cultivtor. 

5.6. Classifying the cultivators of the demonstrd.tion plots according to 
their status in the village it is seen that their official position has net in
fluenced the selection. Out of 134 cultivators, as many as 68 cultivators 
were in the category of progressive farmers, while only 26 cultivators who 
were selected for demonstration plots were members either of the Block 
Development Council-or the District Develormcnt . Council and 15 were 
Sarpanchs of the Village Panchayats. It would thus· appear that the selec
tion of the cultivators having demonstration plots has not been a conse
quence either of the size of the holdings or their stat11s in the village. From 
the fact that of the 134 cultivators, as ma.!lY is 115 had irrigation facilities, 
it can be inferred that factors leading to increased agricultural production 
or to improvements have been the guiding factors in the selection of 
plots. It is also interesting to note that 93 of the 134 culti
vators were members of the primary cooperative societies indicating that 
the term progressive cultivators was clearlJ defined and understood. 

Table showing cultivators of demnostration plots according to status. 

Status 

1. Sarpanch 

2. V. P. Member 

3. Member of Block Development Council or District 
Development Council. 

4. Progressive Cultivator 

S. Not specified 

Total : 

No. of cultivators 

15 

6 

26 

68 

19 

134 

5.7. The implementation of the prognmme of demonstration plots in 
relation to the age of the Community De'lclopment Block presents an inter
esting picture. In the blocks which had less than one year of existence, 
only 2 villageS out of 10 selected for the sun·ey had demonstration plots 
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and both these villages were VLW Headquarters. In the blocks with a: 
period of existence between one and three years. all the VL W' Head··. 
quarters selected for the survey bad demonstration plots. This should be:, 
viewed in the context of the general instructions pertaining to the demon· 
stration plots that every year a plot bas to be laid in the VLW Headquarters 
and in any one of the other 10 or so villages under his jurisdiction.. In_the 
blocks between 3 and S years of existence. 17 out of 21 VL W Headquarters 
had demonstration plots. In Stage-ll blocks. the performance was nearl{ 
the same as in the blocks having 3 to S years of existence and out of 2~ 
VLW' Headquarters selected in these blocks. 15 had the demonstration plots. 
while the number of plots in the 23 villages which were not the Headquarters: 
of the VLWs was only 8. It is significant to note that 13 VLW' Head,-· 
quarters out of the total sample of 52. did not. have a single demonstration 
plot in any of the 2 years covered by the survey. Thus, if the ,sample is; 
taken as representative. the practice of laying demonstration plots has. not: 
been followed for about 25 percent of the VL W" Headquarters in, the State_· 
and a further probe .into the reasons leading to such a .situation may prove; 
tiseful. No general ol)servation is possible in regard to villages other ·than .. 
Vi. W". Headquarters because the plots are to be lai,r more or Jess ir:t rota~on ' 
and the number of villages covered under the sample appears to be reason~ : 
able . 

. . 5.8. According to crop-type .classification of the demonstration pl9ts. ·~f 1 

the 80 demonstration plots.laid' in 1960-61. 3~. plots were single rpethod; 
demonstration plots.of chemical. fertilisers. 26 were composite ·ti~ethod .. de·.~ 
u,.onstration plots of improved. seeds and fertilisers. 14 were single· method . 
high-yielding improved seeds. 1 were for other single methods. . The. com~. 
posite method demonstration plots predominated for wheat, where as many' 
as 14 ~emonstrations were laid. .The single. method chemical fer:tilise!1.de
monstrations were spread over almost all crops but once again wheat .. preda:
minated in the single method- high yielding improved seed demonstrations.· 
where as many as 7 out of the total number of 14 demonstrations were lai": 
for this crop. Actually. out of 80 demonstrations. 27 demonstrations'were· 
for wheat, followed by .16 demonstrations. for bajri. 15 demonstiation.s. for 
cotton •. 7 for paddy and groundnut each and smaller nup1bers for ~he rest. 
o_f the .crops.. .. . · .' .. · ·: 

~ 5.9. During.l961-62, out of tOO plots hid 44 were single method 4erp01~-.. 
stration plots of chemical fertilisers. 18 were o~ composite method. chemical' 
fertilise"s and improved seeds. There were 28 demonstration plots of hi~h 
yieiding improved seed single method. 1 of pest resistant improved seecf 
and 3 of short maturity improved seed. There were four plots of 1apanese· 
method of paddy cultivation. Single .methQd cbemical fertiliser plots. pre
dOJninated for wheat where l.s plots were laid. whereas next in importance 
were paddy and cotton with 9 and 8 plots respective1y. Among higher )'reld.t· 
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ing improved seeds plots. there were 8 plots for bajri. 6 for growi.dnut and S 
each for paddy and wheat. The only pest resistant improved seed plot \\as 
for cotton. For one plot the crop-type was not shown. 

Consultation and Approach: 

5.10. The principal agency approacbing the cultivators to permit it to 
13.'"/ demonstration plots in their holdings h1s been the Village Level Worker 
and as many as 117 cultivators out of a total of 134, i.e. nearly 87 percent 
of the total number of cultivators who had demonstration plots, were first 
approached by the Village Level Workers with the proposal for laying the 
demonstration plots. The next official who accounts for only 7.46 percent 
of the cultivators is the Extension Officer (Agriculture). It is interesting 
to note in this context that the percentage composition of the officials who 
approached the cultivators remains almost the same both for the VL W 
Headquarters as well as for villages other than VL W .Headquarters. But 
the Extension Officer (Agriculture) seems to have shown comparatively 
greater interest in locating the demonstration plots • in the VL W Head
quarters rather than in other villages. The factor that has weighed with 
most of the cultivators in agreeing to ha·1e the demonstration plots is the 
higher yield or better net returns which will accrue if the demonstraed 
practice proves successful. 56 percent of the cultivators selected have shown 
this reason as their guiding factor. The next factor appears to be the keen
ness of the cultivators in trying to be useful to the community by partici
pating in th~ programme of propagating improved practices which will bene
fit all the cultivators in the villages. Another guiding factor has been the 
interest of the selected cultivators in 1mproved agricultural practices and the 
know-how for improvement. 

5.11. Of the . benefits stressed by the block officials weightage has been 
given also to the factors of higher yield -or better net returns and for as 
many as 87.31 precent of the cultivators, these factors have been stressed 
by the B!ock agencies. -

. 5.12.- The principal factor which according to the cultivators seems to 
have led to these being selected for laying the demonstration plot is their 
interest in improved practices and their recognition as progressive and pro
minent cultivators. The next important rea!!on is the situation of the fields 
which because of nearness to the main road or the village, have prompted 
the block official in the selection. The factor of irrigation facilities does 
not seem to have weighed even though as stated earli~r most of the demon
stration plot holders do have some type of. irrigation facilities. 

5.13. In regard to the selection of the demonstration plots. it .has been 
ascertained that 81 cultivators (60 percent) had permitted Block Officials .to 
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select the plot while 17 demonstration plots (13 percent) were selected by 
the cultivators in consultation with Block otlicials. The remaining 36 culti· 
vators (27 percent) did not permi~ the Block Officials to seloct the plot. but 
only 8 of them i.e. six percent of the total demonstration l>lot holders have 
given their reasons for objecting the selection by Block Officials. The 
reasons advanced for the objection have little material importance in view 
of the· rather limited response in assigning reasons. For the sake of com~ 
pleteness, however. it may be stated that the main objection was ·the lack 
of knowledge by the Block agency pertaining to the type of soil. while the 
second objection for refusal was that failure of the demonstration plot 
would entail economic loss to the · culitvator. 

Alsistance to Cultivaton : 

· S.14. Material assistance in the shape of fertilisers, "pesticides. ·improved 
seeds. implements etc. was received by 86 percent of the cultivators who had 
demonstration plots in 1960-61, while in 1961-62. 82 percent of the tultivators 
\Vho had demonstration plots received such assistance. ·In both the years 
aU tho cultivators agreed that they received almost the full quantity of 'theit 
requirements in respect of the materials. The nature. however. of the assi· 
stance bebg dependent on 'the crop·t'JPe experiments planned which as 
stated earlier were in favour of experiment pertaining to chemical fertilisers 
and demonstrations relating to the improved seeds-cum-chemical'fertilisers. 
tssistanoc in tho shape of fertilisers was received by a large number of culti
vators in both these years. It is also seen that in ·respect of fertilisers most 
of the assistance had been 1n the nature of free allocation while. in tcspect 
of improved seeds the assistance had mostly been in the nature of priority 
allocatioa. In the matter of assistance. however. the cultivators in' the VL W 
Headquarters seem tO have obtained preference over the cultivators in other 
'lillages and as against 92 perCent of the cultivaklrs ·in· the VLW Head
quarters 11ilo received assistance during· 1960-61, the percentage for other 
villages was only 70. In 1961-62. the comparable percentages were 8S and 
70. It is dgnificant to note that in no instance has r.ny assistance other than 
that required for the purposes <>f the demonstratioo · plots •:as given es ILii 
inducement for laying a demonstration plot. • • · 

Technical Guidance: 

5.15. In the matter of technical guidance. it is seen that 94 percent or 
the cultivators who had demonstration plots received guidance. in 1960-61. 
while <>nly 81 percent received such guidance in 1961-62. As in tho case 
of material assistance, so in the case of technical assistance. the cultivators 
in the VLW Headquarters '!eceived more attention. The fact that the 
quantum of technical guidance bas gone do\11'!1 in 1he second year would 
merit inve~tigation. It has also been seen tlt11t in the main technical guid
ance appears to be confined to the laying of demonstratioa plot. sowing and 

B-181'7-7 
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manuring and little or no guidance. appears to have been given in respect 
of harvesting, improved seeds and fertilisers and other relevant factors. 

Maintenance of Accounts : · 

·. 5.16 An important' aspect of demonstration plot programme is its utility 
iit convincing the cultivators about the improvement in agricultural prac
tices or in increasing yields and net returns. For this purpose the need for 
maintaining proper accounts of inputs as well as :;rields of the crop practices 
demonstrated has special significance. In this context, it is interesting to 
note that only 13 cultivators out of 72 who had demonstration plots in 
1960-61 maintained accounts. For 1961-62, the number of cultivators who 
maintained accounts was 17 out of a total of 93 cultivators. Thus, in both 
the years, the percentage of cultivators who ruaintained accounts was as low 
as 18. Asked whether the cultivators knew if crop accounts were main
tained by the Village Level Workers, only 18 percent of the demonstration 
plots holders in 1960-61 replied in affirmative, the percentage for 1961-62 
being still lower, viz. 13. Of the cultivators who knew that the Village Level 
Workers maintained detailed crop accounts, only 7 cultivators in each year 
cared to examine these accounts. It would appear that only 6 Village 
Level Workers were seen to have explained the accounts to the visitors. 
OnrJ 1 cultivator in 1960-61 had objected to Village Level Workers' ex
plaining the accounts in detail to other cultivators, indicating that if accotints 
were properly maintained, there would have been no objection by and large 
from the demonstration plots holders to account being explained and benefits 
brought out when other cultivators visited the farms: · 

· 5.17. As a consequence of accounts being not kept, the data in regard 
to the yield per acre in check p1ots as compared to yield per acre in demon
stration plots and the increase in yield and incomes has not been available 
uniformly for the demonstration plots in either of the years. On1y 23 ob
servations are available from out of 80 demonstration :riots during 1960-61 
and even a cursory examination of this data indicates such wide variations 
in th~ yield of check plots as well as in respect of increased yields that signi
ficant conclusions cannot be drawn therefrom. The position in. 1961-62 is 
even worse and only 19 observations are available from 100 demonstrations 
laid, the range of variation remaining identical. Apart from the utility of 
data in extention effort, the loss of information due to lack of proper main
tenance of accounts prevents scientific data being collected in respect 
of contribution oJ one or more factors introduced as improved practices. 
to increased yields. Steps are, therefore, ner.essarv to ensure that proper 
accounts are maintained by the Village Level Workers, that these accounts 
ai-e explained to the cultivators of demonstration plots as well as the visitors. 
so that the purpose of tbe demostration plot is better served and the visual 
effects that may have been created are supported by figures. 
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Acceptaace of Practic:a by caltivaton of demollltratioa plotlc 

5.18. While the total evaluation of demonstration plots should take into 
account acceptance of the practices demonstrated by the cultivators who 
visited the demonstration plots as well as by the natural spread of the 
practices demonstrated over a period of time, some indications of the eff
ectiveness of the methods propagated can also be had by the response 
of the cultivators in whose fields the demonstration plots were laid, to the 
acceptance of the practices demonstrated. The survey reveals that of the 72 
cultivators, who had demonstration plots in 1960-61, 47 cultivators i. e. 
6S percent had either fully or partially accepted the practices demonstrated 

· Of these 47 cultivators, 26 cultivators accepted the practices in full, i. e. 
the improved practices demonstrated were applied to the total area 
under the crop in the next season. 21 persons or 45 percent of the people 
who had accepted the practices, accepted them only partially; the principal 
reason for partial acceptance being the considerable higher expenditure 
involved in accepting the practice. It is also interesting to note that 48 
percent of the cultivators who accepted the practice partially could assign 
only vague reasons indicating that they had not devoted any particular 
!_hought to this subject. 

5.19 Analysing the response of 35 percent of cultivators from the total 
number of demonstration plot holders, who had not accepted the improved 
practices demonstrated on their fields, the principal reason for non-accept
ance again is the same as for partial acceptance, viz. higher expenditure 
involved in accepting the practices demonstrated. The next cause appears 
to be the apprehension of the cultivators in regard to the availability of 
the materials needed for acceptance of the improved practices. It is also 
significant to note that only 8 percent of the cultivators who did not aecept 
the improved practices did so because they did not obtain increased yield in 
the demonstration plots. As in the case of partial acceptance, over a third of 
the cultivators were not able to assign specific reasons for non-acceptance. 

5.20 Asked about their reactions to the utility of the demonstration plots 
and their participation in explaining the benefits of the demonstration plots, 
80 of the 134 demonstration plot holders stated that they were asked to 
remain present when visitors were brought to their fields. 23 other culti
vators indicated that they had remained present for some visits even though 
they were not asked to be present at each of the visits, while 22 percent· of 
the cultivators stated that visits were arranged without their knowledge. 
liS cultivators, i. e. 86 percent of the total number of cultivators of de
monstration plots covered by the survey indicated that they would have re
mained present at all visits if they were in the know of the time when the 
visitors would come to their fields. Still larger percentage of the demonstra
tion plot holders i. e. 91 percent felt that people were likely to be bene
fitted if they visited demonstration plots, but only 74 percent of the culti-
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vators having demonstration plots felt that villagers were taking suffi
cient interest ·in the visits. According to the demonstration plot holders, 
the principal benefits that would accrue to the visitors to the plots would 
be to obtain visual demonstrations of the better cultivation resulting from 
adoption of improved practices as against current practices and the possibility 
of more intensive cultiyation and/or the possibility of getting higher yields 
and better net returns. 



6.. ANALYSIS OF DATA IN QUESTIONNAIRE 4 (Q-4) 

6.1 Questionnaire 4 (Q-4) seeks to collect information regarding VLWs. 
In particular, background factors like education, age, rural or urban origin, 
experience, etc., are recorded, and the opinions of VLWs regarding demon
stration plots programme have been obtained. These are sought to be ana
lysed according to some of the background factors where deemed necessary. 

6.2 Questionnaire 4 was canvassed to 53 VLWs, who were in charge of 
the selected villages. Analysis shows that all were trained; 34, or about 
64 percent were S. S. C. passed; 35, or about two- thirds of them, Were below 
30 years of age-mainly belonging to the age-group 25 to 29 years; .over 62 
percent had experience of 28 · months or more .. and as many as 43; or 81 
percent.. had rural background. Thus,. the- sample of VLWs is one where 
the majority is young, used to rural life, trained; and with some experience 
of work in the rural development field. By 1uoe 1961, 42 VLWJ, or 80 per
cent, . had some experience of laying demonstration plots. 8 of them · 
acquiring this experience only during 1961. 

6.3 During 1960-61 and 1961-62, a total of 332 demonstration plots 
wero laid .. 154 ill 1960-61 8nd ·na in 1961-"-62 by tliese VLWs. ·Analysis 
by age and rural - urban classification . shows the following features of per .. 
formance in terms of number of demonstration plots laid per VLW during 
1960-61 and 1961-62: 

No .. of Demonstration Plots laid per VLW. 

Ago-group of VLW 1960-61 1961--62 
Rural. Urbaa Rural Urban , 

1. Below 30 years 4.8 7.0 4.9 4.5 

2. 30 years and above. 3.0 4.3 3.0 3.5 

6.4 Thus. it would appear that there seems to be some evidence that the 
performance of the younger VLWs (i. e. below 30 years of age) is better 
than the VLWs who are 30 years or more in age. Such evidence is not in 
sight here as regards performance of VLWs with rural origin as against 
that of VLWs with urban origin. In any case the number of.VLWs with 
urban origin is very small in the sample and the averages in their case are 
likely to ·be subject to greater margin of errors. 

6.5 In 1960-61, 23 out of 53, and in 1961-62 an increased number. viz., 
37 out of 53 did not attend any meeting at Block Headquarters for deter
mining the programme for demonstration plots. This means that in majority 
of cases VLWs do not have scope for participation in the programme at 
the Block level planning stage. This particular aspect is more striking in 
1961-62. The following table shows the distribution ofVLWs who attended 
meetings held in the two years. 



No. of meetings held~ ' 

. 1. 1- 3 

2. 4-7 

. 3. 8-11 

4. Over 11. 

54 

No. of VLWs attending specified no. of meetings 
---'"duringl960-61 during:l961--a'2-

26 

1 

3 

13 

3 

6.6 Thus, in majority of cases, number of meetings attended falls be
tween 1 and 3 per year. The evidence from further questioning is that al 
most 90 percent of those VLWs who attended a meeting in either of these 
two yl~ars were of the opinion that no non-officials were persent at the 
meetinns held to discuss the demonstration plots programme. A large per
centage of VLWs had no knowledge whether or not the Block Develop
ment Council discussed the question of demonstration plots programme. 

Instructions 

6.7 81 percent of the VLWs said that written instructions were being 
given by higher officers in regard to demonstration plots programme. A larg~ 
number of the VLWs (50 percent) stated that the Block Development Offi
cer issued the instructions. About 35 percent of the VLWs mentioned that 
the Extension Officer (Agriculture) issued instructions and the remaining 15 
percent VLWs replied ·that the District Agricultural Officer had issued 
written instructions. All those VLWs who reported having received written 
instructions also stated that they had complied with written instructions. 

Selection of Plot on Cultivator's Field :-

6.8 In 85 percent of the cases, it is the VL W who selects the plot on 
a cultivator's field. In 9 percent of the cases, the cultivators on whose farm 
demonstration plot had to be laid· have the final word in this matter, 
whereas in 4 percent cases the selection of the plot is jointly done by the 
VL W and the cultivator. For remaining 2 percent of plots the Exetension 
Officer (Agriculture) had taken direct interest. 

6.9 A major point kept in ·view in selecting a plot for laying a demon
stration plot on. private farm is that the farmer should be progressive and 
interested in improved practices. As the criterion which should have first 
priority, 49 percent of the VLWs reported need for selecting a progressive 
farmer interested in improved practices, whereas 31 percent expressed 
vicinity to main road and village as the first priority criterion. Among the 
second priority criterion 37 percent VLWs considered irrigation facility as 
the in1.portant one, only 15 percent of the VL W s considering this as the 
first priority criterion. 
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6.10 About 36 percent of the VLWs reported that they were experienc

ing difficulties in the selection of the plots of the right type, that is, meeting 
the above criteria which according to them were essential in laying a de
monstration ploL Among the difficulties of meeting the first criterion of 
selecting progressive cultivators, reported by 11 percent of total VLWs, half 
the number of difficulties pertained to non-availability of such cultivators, and 
another 16 percent pertained to making them agree to comply with instructions, 
which again means non-availability of the right type of cultivators. Of 
the difficulties in meeting the second criterion of vicinity to the main road, 
66 percent were about the refusal by the owner of such a plot to permit 
laying a demonstration t>lot on such a ploL In the third important criterion 
of availability of irrigation facility, 71 percent of the difficulties pertained 
to finding no such facility when the plot was otherwise suitable. · 

6.11 Asked whether any forward production plan for the village was be
ing prepared in writing, in the light of which demonstration plots programme 
was to be drawn up, only 45 percent VLWs repo:ted in the affirmative. This 
percentage was, however, higher for older blocks - 52 percent for blocks 
completing 3 years of Stage-1, and ()1 percent for blocks completing Stage 
-II for 3 years-than for the more recent ones. Thus, in quite a large num
ber of cases, there was no forward production planning against the. back
ground of which the demonstration plots programme could be built up. 

Supervision:-

6.12 39 out of 53, i. e. 74 percent of the VLWs, replied that the de:. 
monstration plots were supervised by higher officers. All the 39 VL Ws 
stated that Extension .Officer (Agriculture) supervised the demonstration 
plots, whereas 62 percent of these 39 VLWs stated that Block Development 
Officers also supervised the demonstration plots. But only 23 percent of 
these 39 VLWs thought that demonstration plots were supervised by Dis-:
trict Agricultural Officers. Although almost three-iourths of the VLWs stated 
that the demonstration plots were supervised by higher officers, 83 percent 
of the VLWs, including most of these 74 percent VLWs, felt the need for 
intensifying supervision. Two-thirds of the replies suggest that Extension 
Officer (Agriculture) should intensify the supenision; about 18 percent· of 
the replies indicate that Block Development Officers should intensify the 
supervision; and 13 percent of the replies suggest that District Agricultural 
Officers should do more supervision. 

6.13 Thus, in the matter of supervision, it would appear that though 
there was some supervision, the VLWs who are expected to know about 
the needs of the programme, felt that it needed ir.tensi.fi.cation, particularly by 
the Extension Officer (Agriculture), who could give pre per technical guidance. 

Records:-

6.14 77 percent of the VLWs stated that they kept some sort of records 
about the demonstration· plots. However, only 15 percent maintained any 
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detailed accounts of receipts, yields, inputs like labour - bullock and human 
- irrigation, etc. and· only 13 percent replied that there were written in
structions from higher quarters for keeping detailed records. All these 13 
percent VLWs said that they complied with these written instructions. 

6.15 The pattern of replies accordibg to different uses of records shows 
that 32 percent pertained to "the usefulness for showing the benefits of 
improved practices to the cultivators", 19 percent pertained· to "usefulness 
for deciding whether the demonstration programme was useful or not" and 
15 percent pertained to the "usefulness for comparision with other plots of 
the same crop". Among the first priority reasons, the most important (45 
percent of such reasons) related to demonstration of the benefits of sPeci
fic improved practices. Among the second priority reasons, the most im
portant (30 percent of such reasons) pertained to their usefulness for de
termining whether the demonstration programme was useful or not. 

Technical Guidance and Material Assistance. 

6.16 There was an overwhelming proportion of VLWs replying that fer
tilizers, improved seeds, pesticides and certain improved implements for 
use were given free of charge as an inducement to the cultivators to permit 
the VLWs to lay demonstration plots on their fields. 89 percent of the VLWs 
who laid demonstration plots in 1960--61 or 1961-62 stated so in the case 
of fertilisers, 13 percent in the case of improved seeds, and 11 percent for 
pesticides and 9 percent for other assistance. These high percentages may 
be partly also due to trial plots on cultivators' fields being taken for de
monstration plots for the purpose of this survey, in case such plots were 
also used as result demonstrations i. e. for demonstrating the use of im
proved practices to ·the cultivators. As for making allocations of these 
materials on priority basis and not free altogether. 7, percent of these VLWs 
replied in the' affirmative in the case of fertilisers, 20 percent for improved 
seeds, 7 percent for pesticides, and 7 percent for other assistance. Almost 
all VLWs (96 percent) appeared to think that free supply of materials 
like fertilisers, improved seeds, pesticides, use of improved implements, 
etc., should be given to owner • cultivators of demonstration plots. According 
to 37 percent of the VL W s, these types of assistance did act as sufficient 
ind'Jcements to the cultivators on whose field the VLWs wanted to lay 
demonstration plots. 

6.17 As regards other material assistance, such as allocation of contro
lled articles like cement, and granting and distributing tagais, subsidies, etc., 
on higher priority or on out-of-tum basis, very few of the VLWs (13 
percent) replied i~ the affirmative. 

6.18 The question of technical guidance aDd material assistance given is 
discussed . only with reference to the demonstration plots laid in ~elected 
villages during 1960--61 and 1961--62. 
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Visits to demonstration Plots by VLWs :-

6.19 There were 135 demonstration plots in the selected villages in 1960-61 
and 140 in 1961-62. A comparision with the number of demonstration plots 
stated by the cultivators of demonstration plots in Q. 3, however, revealed 
that in 4 blocks, the figures differed very materially. Presumably, there has 
been some_~omission or over-reporting.: As such, these four Blocks have 
been excluded for the purposes of analysis in regard 'to visits in this para
graph. The analysis, therefore, pertains to 61 demonstration pots in 1960-61 
and 78 demonstration plots in 1961-62. The analysis of visits and purpose of 
visits is . as follows :- · 

1960-()1 1961-62 

No. or demonstration plots 61 78 

No. or total visits. 23S 344 

Average no. or visits per demonstration plot. 3.8S 4.41 

Pwpose % to total visits_ 

Laying demonstration plots 2S 26 

Harvesting 23 11 

With visitors. 28 27 

Others. 24 36 

6.20 J,These figures show that the average number of visits per demon
stration plot was higher during 1961-62, even though the agricultural season 
had not ended by the time the survey was completed but, relatively speaking, 
the visits arranged in connection with the visit of the villagers to the de
monstrajon plot accounts for only about 27 to' 28 percent of the total visits. 

Interest of Cultivators of Demonstration Plots. ,. 

6.21 Asked if the cultivators of demonstration plots took, by, and large, 
keen interest in their plots, 87 percent of the VLWs thought that they did 
take ko~n interest in the matter. But only 62 percent thought that these 
cultivatcrs sought technical guidance on their own. 46 out of 53 VLWs in 
the sample, felt from their experience that the cultivators of the demonstra
tion plots carried out instructions regarding treatment of crops on demonstra
tion plots. Once the cultivators agreed to the laying of demonstration plots 
on their fields, 92 percent of the VLWs were in a position to select them
selves the plots on the fields, without objection from the cultivators. Only 
32 percent of the VLWs felt that whenever a cultivator himself selected a 
plot on his field for laying a demonstration plot, the requirements of de
monstration plot were fully met. About 23 percent thought that in such cases, 
the requirements were, in fact, not met, whereas others replied that they 
could not definitely say one way or the other. The deficiencies found in 
plots, whenever the· cultivator selected the plot in his field, mainly per· 
B-1817-3 
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tained to their locations being away from the main road, or that these 
plots lacked i.rfigation facilities. These two were the most important de
ficiencies. Among the second priority ratings, the most important de
ficiences were the lack of adequate fertility of soil and location of the de
monstration plots far: away from the village. 

Visits to the Demonstration Plots :-

6.22 The distribution of the VLWs according to the number of visits arranged 
for cultivators, to demonstration plots in 1960~-61 and 1961--62 is given 
below: 

No. of visits. No. of VLWs arranging stated no. of visits 
in 1960--61 in 1961--62 

0 21 14 

1-3 12 9 

4-6 10 11 

7-9 3 5 

10 and above 3 10 

~ .. . h. 
6.23 The arrangements of visits were ·mainly made by that VLWs them

selves. 36 out of 50, i. e. 72 percent said that VLWs arranged the visits to 
the demonstration plots. The role of other institutions like the cooperatives, 
the village panchayats, the youth clubs or the farm clubs in arranging visits 
to the demonstration plots was very minor. 6 percent of the VLWs said 
that there were no systematic arrangements. Only 17 VLWs, or 32 percent 
of the total VLWs stated that apart from themselves, other officers accom
panied the group of visitors. Mostly it was the Extension Officer (Agri
culture), 70 percent of these 17 VLWs mentioning his name in this respect. 
Block Development Officer also figured iri 35 percent of the replies of these 
17 VLWs. About 60 percent of the VLWs reported that usually villagers 
of some status in the village remained present at the time of the visits to 
demonstration plots. These were the Sarpanch, members of the village pan
chayat or a member of a cooperative society. Although, as stated above, 
the panchayat, the cooperative society, etc., did not take active part, some 
of their representatives were present as members of the visiting groups. 
This was largely borne out by replies to a further question regarding di
fferent aspects kept in view in selecting persons to accompany as members 
of the visiting groups. Progressive and knowledgeable persons got the largest 
consideration (41 percent) as indicated by the replies from the VLWs. 
This was followed by other persons interested in improved practices (32 percent). 

6.24 Asked if visitors took keen interest in the demonstration plots, an 
overwhelming proportion of the VLWs (81 percent) replied in the affirmative. 
~In the light of this, it is of considerable interest to ascertain what further 
steps·were usually taken by VLWs to gain maximum advantage and tum 
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this interest into actual adoption on the visitors' own fields. From this 
point of view, question regarding "Follow up'' assumes importance. 

Follow up :-

6.25 The analysis of replies shows that although a considerable proportion 
·of VLWs arranging visits calculated the yield differences between the check
plot and the improved practices-plot, a very small percentage of these (13 
percent) intimated these results to persons who had visited the demon
stration plots before harvest The results were discussed in an organised 
manner with villagers, the village panchayats or among VLWs themselves 
by only a small proportion of the VLWs (23 percent). Only 17 percent of 
the VLWs stated that they encouraged other cultivators to use improved 
practices shown on the demonstration plots. 

6.26 Only 52 percent. of the VLWs seemed to know whether cultivators 
had adopted in 1961-62 any of the new improved practices seen by· them 
on the demonstration plots in 1960-61. Only 19 percent or less than~ one
fifths of the VL Ws reported that they kept any record of visitors, to be able 
to follow up the visits to demonstration plots at appropriate .time in 
order to achieve a wider acceptance of the improved practices. The VLWs 
were asked if they could remember who had seen the demonstration plots 
in 1960-61 and how many of them had adopted the improved practices in 
1961-62. The replies to this question were, however, largely from memory 
since very few of them have kept any record. The replies reveal that about 
290 cultivators saw the demonstration plots in 1960-61 and of these 139. 
or 48 percent, had adopted the practices seen by them in 1961-62. 
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APPENDIX--I 
I Estimation Formula:-

In view of the sampling method adopted, the following estimation method 
was used. 

Estimation procedure was the same for each stratum and the State 
totals were arrived at by adding the totals of five strata. Estimation pro· 
cedure was different for V.L.W. headquarter villages and for other villages. 

Let 

" the total number of blocks in a stratum = N 
" . the number of blocks selected in a stratum = n 
" the total number of V.L.W. circles in the ith selected block ::aM; 

" the number of V.L.W. circles selected in the ith selected block = m
1 

" the total number of villages (other than V.L.W. Headquarter) = Q.iJ 
in the i-j th V.L.W. Circle • 

" the number of villages (other than V. L. W. Headquarter) = q .. 
l} 

selected in the i--jlh V.L.W. Circle (=1 in all cases) 
" the total number of cultivators in the i--j-kth village' selected = p ..•. 

1]1<. 

( Excluding selected knowledgeable cultivators and owners of 
demonstration plots) 

., the number of cultivators selected in the i-j--kth village selected 

( Excluding selected knowledgeable cultivators and owners of 
demonstration plots) 

" value of the Characteristic for the i--j--k--lth cultivator 
(from Questionnaire--!) 

" value of the characteristic of the i--j-k--lth knowledgeable 
cultivator (from Questionnaire • 2) 

" value of the characteristic of the i--j-k--lth owner of = zijkl 
demonstration plot. ( from Questionnaire-3 ) 

The component of the V.L.W. headquarter villages is given by 

X1=- ~ --l; _IJ % Xijl +% Y;jl + }.: Zijl 
N n M; m; [c Pr Pij ) 5 . rij J 
n i = 1 m; j = 1 P;j I= 1 I= 1 I= 1 

The component given by villages other than V.L.W. Headquarter Is 

N n M m; Q q.. [ { p p .. k ) X. _ "' i ... ij v 11 ijk ...,.r; X.·. 
·--. --· --M. --. l)kl 

n i= 1 m; j =1 qij k = 1 Pijk I= 1 
5 

+ ~ Yijkl 
I= 1 

and X= X1 + X2, value of the X Characteristic for the stratum. 
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As there is only one V.L W. headquarter in a V .L W. ( Qij=l) 
circle, summation over the village within a circle does not arise. In the 
second summation the bracket is for the five knowledgeable persons who were 
selected on a-purposive -basis and formed a within-village sub-groups from 
the selected vij!age and were excluded from the frame prepared for other 
cultivators and !;iik is the number of demonstration plot holders in the i-j-kth 
selected village. 

D Characteristics estimated 

The following 3 characteristics were estimated :-

.i The number of cultivators who have seen a demonstration plot at 
any time. 

ii The number of cultivators who have paid at-least one -visit to- de
monstration plot during 1960-61. 

iii The a.umber~of'cultivators who have.paid at-least one-visit to de
monstration -plot during 1961-62. 

m !Results 

It. can be seen ,from the Statement I that the percentages ·-anived at 
on the basis of' the pooled sample values are more or less of' the same order 
as those based on the estimated values, except in CoL 8, figures of which 
are not used in the report. 



STATEMENT I 
Table showing percentages of different characteristics calculated on the basis of pooled sample 

values and unbiased estimates. 
Characteristics From From . From 

Questionnafre-1 Questionnaire-II Questionnaire-III Combined 
Sample Estimated Sample Estimated Sample Estimated Sample . Estimated 

percentage percentage percentage percentage percentage percentage percentage * percentage: 

1 2 3 4 5 6. .7 8 9 

I Category A 

(VLW Head quarier villages) 

(a) Who have seen a demonstration plot 34.68 35.58 68.07 6.7.3.7 100.00 100.00 52.04 36.59 

(b) Who have paid atleast }1960-61 16.51 17.19 34.23 ·33.16 51.48 52.52 25.19 17..71 

one visit during 1961-62 15.80 18.Q7 33.84 33.83 72.28 12.65 27.61 18.72 ~ 
II Category B 

(Other villagea) 

(a) Who have seen a demonstration plot 21.62 22.66 49.42. 55.96 100.00 100.00 33.45 25.49 

(b) Who have. paid at least } 1960-61 6.58 10.34 19.46 20.76 60.61 59.54 12.77 11.47 

one visit during. 1961-62 10.71 11.25 25.68 24.83 60.61 57.31 17.40 12.55 

m Category A+B 

(a) Who have seen ademonstration plot 28.07 26.70 58.19. 51.21 100.00 100.00 43.07 28.84 

(b) Who have paid at least } 1960-61 11.51 12.48 26.88 22.11 53.73 . 57.91 19.51 13.36 

one visit during 1961-62 13.22 13.38 29.78. 25.81 69.40 60.88 22.68 14.41 

*These combined figures are not used in the Report. 
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Village 

Block 

District 

APPENDIX ll 
BUREAU OF ECONOMICS AND STATISTICS 
GOVERNMENT OF GUJARAT, AHMEDABAD 

EvALUATION SURVEY OF DEMONSTRATION PLOTS 

IN CoMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT AREAs 
Q. 1 : Questionnaire for Selected Cultivators 

' 

(1) IDENTIFICATION 
Item .. . 

•. 
.. . 
.. 

-··-
Name or the head or the household .. 
Census House No. .. 
Size or Cultivated holdings 

' 
(Acres & Cents) 

.. 
.. Yes or No 

Whether Irrigated 'l · .. 
. Item 

Source or Irrigation .. 

Code 
- .. 

Code -
- Code 



n CROP-PATI'ERN 

Current Season (1961-62) I 1960-61 Season 

Whether Whether Whether I Whether Whether Whether 
Principal Crops ~own im~roved fertilisers arown improved fertilisers 

see s used used seeds used used 

Code Code Code Code Code Code Code . 
Rice 

---- -· -
Wheat 

Jowar (non-fodder). . 
.... 

Bajri 
\ 

•· 

Groundnut 

Cotton 
I 

-
Tobacco 



III KNOWLEDGE OF DEMONSTRATION PLOTS 

Item ~ .. 
Co do ' 

3.1 Have you ever viaited a demonatra• 
tion plot 1 .. 

l 

-
'Item Code 

.J.2 It not, do you know that ··-
demonstration plots exillt ? - .. 

. 
-. .. . . . . . ··- .. 

' 
•' I Priority No. Reaaons Code 

., ·~ 
w• ·--- -·-· ··~· -.. .. ___ .. -· ... .. 

3.3 If you know, why have you not -
visited even once 1 

. .. 
. . ... 

~ 

-
.... 



... --- . -.-- --- -· -· - -. ... -- -- - -. - -·-- -- . ... -

I Item Code 

3.4 If you have visited, please answer 
the following. 

(i) When firs~ vi~ited 1 . 

(ii) Any visit during 1960-61 season? 

-
(iii) Any visit during 1961-62 season? 

Who told you first about the 
. (iv) 

demonstration plots? .. -
(v) Whether visits were within 

village, outside or both? 

(vi) Who conducted the visit to the 
demonstration plot ? 

1960-61 
. (a) 0 0 

.• --(b) 1961-62 0. 

-----
(vii) Did you visit alone or· in a 

group? 0 0 

(a) 1960-61 0 0 

- ,--(b) 1961-62 .. 



IV ACCEPTANCE OF PRACTICES 

Crop Type Place Time 

Name Code Name Code Name Code Period Code -- -- -- --
4.1 For which crops and types have you 1 seen the demonstration plots during 2 

1960-61? 3 
\ ' 

-· 
Crop Type Place Time . 

~ 

Name Code Name Code Name Code Period . Code ~ --4.2 Foi which of the crops and types ---
have you already adopted the 

.. 

improved practices(i.e. before seeing 
demonstration plots in 1960-61 . 
season) .. 

. . 



J 

Item I Code 

4.3 Have you adopted any of the im- .. proved practices seen on the 
demonstration plots and not so far 
adopted by you during the current 
yea! (i. e. 1961-62 season) after 
seemg the demonstration plots in 
1960-61? ... 

-I 
CROP 

Type Rice 

I Wheat (owar non I Bajri IGroundnut\ Cotton 

I 
Tobacco 

fodder 

4.4 
Code Code Code Code Code Code Code 

If yes, is it for the whole area under 
the crops or partial (state crop- 1 
type combination) ? .. 2 

3 

I I 
Reasona !Priority No.I Code 

I 

4.5 If partial, give reasons. .. 

I I 



4.6 If you have not adopted any of ,. Reason a I Priority ~o. \ Code. 
the crop type combination new -. 
to you in the current season 
after seeing the demonstration 
plots in 1960-61. give reasons. .. 

Code., 
Type ot I Code Place I Code When J Code I Stage of 

I Code Crop. demonstra• demonstra-
tion plot. seen tion plot. 

• 
4.7 If you have seen demonstration 

I 

plots during 1961-62 season. give I 
the following information .. I 

' - ' 
! 

-
- ' CROP 

Type Rice I Wheat· I Jowar I Bajri I Groundnut I Cotton Tobacco 
(non-fodder) 

Code Code Code Code Code Code Code 

4.8 If you have seen demonstration ' 
plots during the current year, do 
you plan to adopt crop-type 
combination new to you during 
the next season 1 .. 

' 
' 

t 



I -
Crop Code Type I Code ., 

-

4.9 If yes, which ones. .. 

Reasons I Priority No., Code 

4.10 If not, give reasons. . . 



5.1 

5.2 

V-CONSULTATIONS & APPROACH (This relates to demonstration plots in 1960-61 and'l961-62 seasons) 

Item I Code 

According to your knowledge, 
was the subject of demonstration -
plot discussed in a village 
meeting? .. 

·-
Item I Code 

If yes, did you attend any of the 

meetings? .. 

....., -



Matter I Code I Meeting held in (Month & Year) I Code 

5.3 What specific matters were dis-
cussed at these meetings? .. 

··- -·· 
Reasons I Priority No.j Code 

5.4 If you know about a village 
meeting, and were eligible to 
attend it, why did you not 
attend? .. 



r 
OD ... 
r 
0 6.1 

~ 

6.2 

At the time of seeing the demonstra-
tion plot, could you make out the 
benefits by visual inspection 1 •• 

-
If yes, what benefits do you think 

were obviously evident from visu~ 
inspection 1 .. 

. 
.. 

. VI VISIT TO THE DEMONSTRATIO:r-{ PLOT 
(Relate" to demonstration plots seen during 1960-61 and 1961-62). 

Item 

I 
Code 

. 

Code 
Crop. Code. Improved Code Benefits 

-' . practice 

I 1 1 
1 

I 2 

3 
1 

2 
2 

''"' - - ~- .. - "'•·- ""'r~ - • . . ~ . . . .. , 

. 1 1 
2 

2 

3 

2 1 

2 

3 



Item Cod:) 

- --6.3 Did you see any accounts of expen· 
ses and receipts? .. . 

• Item Code 

6.4 If yes, who explained to you these 
accounts? .. 

I 

. 
, 

Item Code 

6.5 If Y')'l saw the demonstration plot 
:-t 1<. .er stages, were you shown 

. :· 1 •, ,~,ngraphs, charts etc. indi-
eating the comparative growth 
of crop with improved practice 
with check plot ? .. 



Crop Code llmpr~ved I practice Code I Benefits I Code I H1ghest 

I Agency Code 
Informant 

6.6 What benefits were you told of by 
the officials about the practices 
demonstrated on demonstration-
plot 'I 

-

' 

I 

.. 

- . 
• 

·- .. . . _ _..'\ -· 
l . ' ' . ' .. 'i ' ... 

~ '• ' ~-. 

. ' 

.. 
I 

·-



1.1 

1.2 

1.3 

1.4 

1.5 

1.6 

BUREAU OF ECONOMICS AND STATISTICS 

'GOVERNMENT: OF GUJARAT, AHMEDABA-D 
EVA~UATION SURVEY OF DEMONSTRATION PLOTS 

IN Co¥MUNITY DEVELOPMENT AREAS . ' 

Q. 2. Questionnaire for ~elected knowledgeable persons in the Vip.age 

I . IDENTIFIC~TION 

Iten\. 

Village .. 

Block .. I 

' 
·-·-·---·----·· 

District .. 

Name of the Villager .. 

Status .. 

Size of holding (Cultivating) .. 
(Acres and cents) 

., Code. 



II KNOWLEDGE OF DEMONSTRATION PLOTS. 

2.1 Have you ever seen a demonstration Item Code 
plot? .. 

2.2 If not, are you aware that Block 
agency bas a programme of 
demon~tration_p!?ts ? • .. 

-~-

2.3 If you know about the programme Reason j Priority No. Code 
why have you not visited any -
so far? .. . I 

2.4 If you have visited, please answer Item Code 
the following :~ 

(i) When first visited ? .. 
(ii) Any visit during 1960-61 'l .. 
(iii) Any visit during 1961-62 ? .. 
(iv) Who first told you about the 

demonstration plots 'l .. ' 
(v) Whether · visits were within ' village, outside or both ? ' ... 
(vi) Who conducted the visit to the 

demonstration plot 'l .. 
(a) In 1960-61 .. / 

(b) In 1961-62 .. 
(vii) Did you visit alone or in a . I group? .. 

(a) In 1960-61 .. 
(b) In 1961-62 .. 



III CONSULTATIONS AND APPROACH (Relates to 1960-61 and 1961-62 seasons) 

3.1 Were you approached any time 
during 1960-61 or 1961-62 seasons 
for your advice or opinion ? If 
yes, state the official or social 
status of the person. 

3.2 What advice or opinions where 
sought for? 

3.3 According to your knowledge was 
the subject of demonstration plot 
discussed in a village meeting or 
a group meeting or in village 
Panchayat meeting ? 

3.4 If yes, did you attend any of these 
meetings ? 

1 
2 
3 

Item Code 

Advice/Opinions Code 

Item Code 

3.5 If you attended such meeting, what Matter I (~~~:h~:t:e~~ 
specific matters were discussed ? .. 

~------------------------------------~-----------·------

Code 

.. 1 
2 
3 
4 

Reason Code 3.6 If you know about such meeting/ 
meetings and were eligible to 
attend the same,- why did you 
not attend? 

I Priority 
No. 

·------------------------------------------~----~-·------



Item Code 
3.7 Do you accept demonstration plot -----

programme as useful ? .. 
Benefits I Priority Code 

No. 
3.8 If yes, what general benefits do 

I you think can be derived from 
such a programm~ ? .. 

3.9 If not, please give reasons .. Reason I Priority Code 
No • . 

1 ~'- - ~~ - ~ ~ -
1 

2 ; ~ . 
- ~ 

3 . . 
-

- Crop Code Improved Code Reasons for Co do 
Practice disapproval 

' . -
~, 

3.10 If you accept the demonstration ' ' 
plot programme as such, but do 
not approve of certain crop-type 
demonstrations in your village, ' 
state which are these and reasons - -
for disapproval (fill up only for 
disapproved demonstrations). . . 



Preference 
Method Tick Mark No. to 

method. 

3.11 If you accept the demonstration 1. Addressing group meeting. 
plot programme, do you try to 2. Addressing individual cultivators. 
persuade villagers , to. see the 

3. Both 1. and 2. 
demonstration plot 1 If yes, what 
methods do you employ to 4. Active interest in arranging visits. 

persuade them ? .. s . 

Method Defects 

[ 
Alternative 

Subject generally Code noticed Code method Code 
employed . . suggested 

3.12 If the methods adopted in laying 1. Counsult· 1 
a demonstration plot in the ation wi· 2 

village are defective in your opini-
thpeople. 3 

on, what alternative methods 2. Locatio· 1 
would you suggest to improve the nal aspe· 2 

effectiveness of demonstration 
ct. 3 

plots and to make them more 3. Visits to 1 
purposeful ? the dem· 2 .. onstration 3 

plot. 



:p -CID ... 
l ... 

4.1 

1 

4.2 

' 

4.3 

For which _crops and types have 
'you seen the demonstration plots 
during 1960-61 ? ' '- .. 

For which of the crops and types 
have you already adopted the 
bnproved practices (i. c. before 
seeing demonstration plots in 
1960-61 season) ? .. 

-
Have you adopted any of the im· 

proved practices seen : on demo" · 
nstration pl6ts and not 10- far " 
adopted by you during the cur· 
rent year (i. e. 1961-62 season) 
after seeing the demonstration 
plot in 1960-61 ? .. 

IV ACCEPTANCE OF PRACI'ICES . -

Crop-type Code • Place Code 

--
J : 

_, 
I 
I 

! 
J I 

Crop-type Code Place Code When t Code 
·' 

I ' I 
' : .I ' 

l 
I 
1 

·• • - l 
! ; 

• 
1:' 1 .: Item ; Code . '. 

. 
l 

. 
. -- --- ' ' 

(,' ,,,,• 1 l' 



.. - ··-- .. ,_ ... __ -- __ ..._ --- ~ ·- ·- -. . 
Cropy-type Code 

4.4 If yes, is it for the whole area 
under the croJI or partial (state 
crop-type combination) ? .. 

- .. \ 

Priority Reasons ' No. 
·Code 

4.5 If partial, give reasons .. 1 
' 

a 

3 

' 

1 
4.6 If you have not adopted any of·· 

the crop-type combinations new to 2 
I 

you in the current season after 
seeing the demonstration plots 3 
ill 196i6t, give reasons •. . . 



' 
Type of ·-~I Crop Code demons- Code Place Code When Code demonstra- €ode 
tration seen tion plot. 

plot 

4.7 If you have seen demonstration ~ 

plots during 1961-62 season. give .. -- . ·--· -·- --· -· ..... .. .. 
the following .. ; 

.. -- ~ .. . . . .. .. ' ..... --· - . 

Item Codo 

I 

4.8 If you have seen demonstration 
plots during the current year, do 

: 

you plan to adopt any crop-type 
combination new to you during ' 
the next season ? .. \ 

-



Crop Code Type Code 

.. 

4.9 If yes, which ones 
-

I 

-
I 

·• -.. 

' 
Reasons Priority Code No. 

' 

-

4.10 If not, give reasons .. I -



1.1 

1.2 

1.3 

1.4 

l.S 

1.6 

BUREAU· OF ECONOl\fiCS AND STATISTICS 
GOVERNMENT OF GUJARAT, AHMEDABAD 

EvALUATION SURVEY OF DEMONSTRATION PLoTs 1N CoMMt1NITY DEVELOPMENT AREAs 
Q. 3 Questionnaire for the Cultivators of the Demonstration Plots 

(I) INDENTIFICATION 
\ 

' Item 

Census House Number. . . 

Village. 
t . . 

( -

Taluka .. 

District ' .. 

Name of the cultivator .. 
' 
' 

Size of the cultivated holding (Acres 
& cents) •• 

Code 

. . 

--



1.7 Source of Irrigation . . . ' 
I 

: 

1.8 Whether fully irrigated or not ? 
If not, percentage irrigable .. 

. . 
/ 

1.9 Size of the Demonstration Plots 
1960-61 I 1961-62 

(including clieck plot) during 
1960--61 & 1961--62. .. 1 I ' 

2 I 
1.10 Whether member of a primary Item Code 

agricultural Co-operative Society .• ~ . 
t •. . 

.. 

1.11 Status .. 
' 



(II) CROP-PATI'ERN 

Current Season 
1960-61 ~on (1961-62) 

Principal 
Whether Whether ·Whether Whether Whether Whether fer-Crops ~own improved fertilisers Grown improved tilisers used 

seeds used used seeds used 

Code Code Code Code Code Code 
~ 

" .. -· ·- _,' .. 
Rice ·- ~ . 

Wheat 

1owar (non fodder) 

Bajri 

. Groundnut 

Cotton 

' Tobacco . 



(Ill) DETAILS OF DEMONSTRATION PLOTS (including check plot) 
Common 
treatments 

i applied \ Whether 

Year Plot Size Crop Improved (Irrigation, single me-
(sq. ft.) Code practice fertilisers, thod or 

Code line sowing, Code Composite Code 
etc.) ' 

1960-61 1 

2 

3 

' 
S Checkplot 

1 ' 
1961-62 t 

2 

---
3 ' I ; 

... 

' I 

-
S Checkplot 

Whether 
Result De-

monstration 
plot or trial 
Demonstra-

tion plot 
Code 

-
-
-

-
--

--

--

00 
00 



r ... 
00 -.... 
.... 
1110 

4.1 

4.2 

4.3 

4.4 

(IV) CONSULTATION & APPROACH (Relates to 1960-61 & 1961-62) 

Item 
Who first approached you with the 

proposal to lay a Demonstration 
plot in your holding ? · •• 

I 

Reasons Priority No. 

What specific reasons prompted 1 
you to agree to the proposal ? •• ·-· 

2 

·-... 3 . ·• .•. cO .. . 

Benefits Priority No. -
I 

Were you told about any specific 1 

benefits, if you agreed to the pro· 
posal ? If yes, state them. . . ! 

3 -. . ~ ..... . -~ . .. 

Reasons Priority No. 

' ' 
Can you think of reasons why your 1 . 

field was selected for Demonstra· 
tion plot ? 2 

3 

Code. 

Code 

Code 

! 

Code 

00 
\Q 



4.5 Do you permit Block official to 
select a plot/plots in your field or 
do you select it/them for him? 

4.6 Would you have any objection to 
the Block official selecting the 
plot in your field ? 

4.7 If yes, state the reasons. 

., 

Item 

.. 

.. 

I 

Reasons 

.. 

' 

Priority No. 

Code 

Code 

\0 
0 



(V) TECHNICAL GUIDANCE & MATERIAL ASSISTANCE 
Year Yes or No Code 

1960.61 

S.l Have you received any Technical 
. 1961-62 

guidance as regards the demon· Operation 1960.61 Code 1961-62 Code 

stration plot ,? .. 1 Lay of Demonstration 
Plot. 

If yes, state the operations for 
2 Sowing. which guidance was received. . . 
3 Manuring. -4 

5 

Year Yes or No Code \0 

( 1'960-61 -
. l 961-62 

.5.2 Have you received any materials 1960.61 1961-62 . 
free or as priority allocation from Whether free Whether full Whether r free ' Whether full 
block agency ? •• .. Materials or as priority• or partial req· or as priority or partial re-

If yes, state whether quant1t1es received allocation. uirements. allocation. quirements. . were received for full or partial Code Code Code Code 

requirements of the plot. .. 1. Improved Seeds • 

2. Fertilisers. 

3. Pesticides. 

4. Improved 
Implements. 

5 



1960-61 1961-62 

Material Type of Type of 
Assistance Code Assistance Code 

5.3 Have you received any other assist· 1 
ance in procuring materials not 
required for the Demonstration .. 2 Plot? .. 

3 

4 

1960-61 1961-62 

Officer With the Without With the Without 
group of visitors group of visitors 

5.4 How many times have the follow- visitors visitors 
ing officers visited your Demon-

Code Code Code Code strati on Plot ? .. . ' 

1 V. L. W. . 
. ' 
2 E. 0. (Agri). 

·3 B. D. 0. 

-- 4 D. A. 0. 



1960-61 Code 1961-62 Code 

s.s Are you satisfied that sufficient 
technical guidance is available : ' 
for your Demonstration Plot 7 .. ---

' 1960-61 i 1961-62 --

Deficiency Code Deficiency Code 

' . 
S.6 If not, in what respects is it defi-

cient 7 .. 
2 

I " ,t"l" i"· : ! 
.•. - ....... L . ". " .. .. . .. . . ~ . .. . - ..... - . ... .. •' 

3 
.... -.. ' . ... ~ - "'*. ... ~ - .......... - . .. ~ ..,._ .. -- . -- " .. 

·I. 

4 



Year Yes or No Code 

S.1 Are you satisfied that sufficient 
· material assistance is available (a) 1960-61. 

for your Demonstration Plot? .. 
(b) 1961-62 

Deficiency 

s.s If not, in what respects do you 
find it deficient ? .. 1960-61 Code 1961-62 Code 

1 
-

2 

3 

--
4 



(Vn ACCOUNTS 
Year Yes or No Code 

6.1 Do you keep accounts of the expen-
ses and yields for the Demonstra· (a} 1960-61 

tion Plots ? .. 
(b) 1961-62 

6.2 Do you know if the V. L W. main- (a) 1960-61 
tains detailed accounts for your 
Demonstration Plot ? .. (b) 196f-62 

6.3 If yes for 6.2, have you examined (a) 1960-61 
the accounts or has the Y. L. W. . . 
explained you these accounts ? .. (b) 1961-62 

' 
6.4 If at any time you were present at (a) 1960-61 

the time of the visits of other vii· 
lagers, have you heard V. L. W. (b) 1961-62 explaining the accounts ? .. . 

6.5 If yes, did he explain in great detail, 
in your opinion ? •• 

(a) 1960-61 

(b) 1961-62 

6.6 IfV. L. W. did not explain, is it be· (a) 1960-61 
cause you object· to such details 
of your farm being revealed ? •• (b) 1961-62 

6.7 If you keep the accounts or if you (a) 1960-61 
know that V. L. W. does, have 
you ascertained the benefits ? .. (b) 1961-62 



6.8 If yes, please state the extent of 1 
the benefit in the following. • • 

; 
2 

1 ·. 

2' 

Plot 

Check plot 

1. 
Improved -· 
Practice Plot 

2. 
i 

I 

Check plot 

1960-61 

Yield 
per acre. 

Net 
additionial 

income 
per acre. 

Crop Code (B. mds.) (Rs.) 

1961-62 

Yield I Net 
per acre. additional 

income 
per acre. 

(B. mds.) (Rs.) 

1----------r- -------- ----1---- -------

Improved 
Practice Plot 

1. 

2. 

~1----1--------



~ ... • ... 
"t 
' ... 
oe 

7.1 

7.2 

7.3 

7.4 

(VII) VISITORS -

Item 

Do you think villagers take suffi.· 
cient interest in visits ? . . . 

Are you asked to be present· at 
each visit ? .. 

' -
. 

If not, have you ever been present 
on your field at the time of visit ? •• 

' 

Are visits to your field arranged 
without your knowledge 'l •• 



7.5 Of your own accord, would you be 
present at all the, visits· if yotl · 

'" . ·, know. about these visits 'l .. 

.. 
7.6 Do you think people are likely to 

benefit by visits to demonstration 
plots 'l If yes, state the benefits. . . 

Benefits I 
1. • 

2. 

-

3. 

' 

Priority 
No. 

' 

Code 
' 

\0 
00 



(VIII) ACCEPTANCE 

Item Code 

-

8.1 H you had a demonstration plot in -. .. 
your field in 1960-61, have you 
adopted any improved practice 
new to you after the demonstra-
tion, on your own field during ; 
1961-62 1 .. 

-. •·· ~ .- .. _ .......... -- .. -- . 

Item Code . 
- .. -- ~ . - ·-- -

; 

I 
I 

8.2 H yes, is it to the full exteJ;tt or par- •• 
! 
l 

tial (i. e. not for the total area -- - . . -- .. ~ - ----.- -· . 
under the same crop.) 1 .. 

-. . . ·--- . •.. ·-' . . . 



Reasons I Priority N Oo Code 

1 

8.3 If, partial, state reasons. 0 0 

2 

3 . 

-8 
Reasons I Priority No. Code 

1 

8.4 If you have not adopted 'any of the 
improved practices demonstra-
ted on your own field, state 2 

-reasons. .. 
-

3 



1.1 

1.2 

1.3 

1.4 

1.S 

District 

Block 

BUREAU OF ECONOMICS AND STATISTICS 
GOVERNMENT OF GUJARAT, AHMEDABAD 

EVALUATION SURVEY OF DEMONSTRATION PLoTS IN CoMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT AREAS 
Q. 4. Questionnaire for the Village Level Workers. 

I IDENTIFICATION 

Item 

V. L W. Headquarter 
J 

Name of the V. L W. . 

Educational qualification 

I Codo 

-0 -



Item I Code 

1.6 Whether trained or not. 

. 

I 
1.7 Posted af the present place since. 

(month & year) .. .. 

-
1.8 Age (completed year) s 

1.9 Total Service as V. L. ·w. (months). 

1.10 Native Place-Rural or Urban. 
J 



. n . EXPERIENCE 
.. 

l • I .. Yes or No Code . . . . . . . . 
., 

.. 
' 

~.1 Have you laid any demonstration . ,. - plots before 
(A) June 1960 ? - ~- .. .. .. 
(B) June 1961 ? .. 

I -. .. 
:·s - -.- ·' l ... . .. .. 

- -0 

l I 1960-61 '1961-62 
• ; . 

~ 

. 
No. of trial 

• 
.. . . demonstration plots i ; 

2.2 In your present charge how many· I 1 

I 

demonstration · plots have been I 

laid ? .. 
l What types are these ? .. --·-.. (Reference. period .1960-61 and : 

1961-62) .. No. of result 
demonstration plots ·- . 

- l . 
"- .. 

T -
... ' 



ID METHOD OF SELECTION OF DEMONSTRATION PLOTS 
(Relate the questions to 1960-61 and 1961-62 seasons) 

Meetings held I Penoa 

I (months & year) Code 

3.1 Have you attended any meeting 
at Block Headquarter for deter- 1 
mining the programme for demo-
nstration plots ? If yes, state the --

periods (months & year) during 2 
1960-61 & 1961-62. • . 

l • 

Item I Code 

3.2 Were any non-officials present at 
any of these meetings ? .. 

3.3 Do you know if Block Develop-
ment Council had discussed this 
question ? .. 

3.4 Are you given any written instruc-
tions in regard to this programme? 
If so, by whom ? .. 
(B. D. 0., E. 0., etc.) .. 



3.S Have you complied with these 
instructions ? .. 

Instructions 

3.6 If you have not fully complied with 1 
these instructions, state which 
ones you did not comply and 
reasons for non-compliance .. 

2 

• 
3.7 Who generally selects the field 

in which the demonstration plots 
are laid ? .. ' 

3.8 What are the different criteria you;, 
keep in view in laying a demon-. 
stration plot 'l 

' ... 

Yes or No 

.I Code I 
1 
2 
3 

1 
2 
3 

Item 

c. 

' 
Criteria 

..... - .. 

' i 

Reasons for 
non-compliance 

. 

f 
Priority; 

No. 

' 

Code 

Code 

Code 

Code 

-

-

-0 
Vt 



I Criteria I Code I Priority Difficulty Code 
No. in achievement ·--3.9 In ~hich of ~ese criteria you meet . 

' .. With considerable difficulty 1 
State the difficulty. 

1 1 

. .. • 2 
~ 

\ 

2 1 

2 ' 

1 
3 

2 

Item Code 

3.10 Do you prepare a written forward 
production plan for each village ? .. . 



IV TECHNICAL GUIDANCE & MATERIAL ASSISTANCE 

No. or Visits 

' 
Year No. or 

Laying 
4.1 If there are demonstration plots demonstrati-

on plots Total demonst· Harve- With Others 
in the selected villages, state their · ration other 

No. and1number of visits paid. ~ .Plots sting visitors 
•. 

196~1 

-1961-61 
0 
"--

Materials I Codo I Freo I With priority 
allocation 

4.2 What materials are given free or 
with high priority to the cultiva- 1 
tors of demonstration plots 1 .. 

2 

3 • 

4 .. 



" 

Yes or No Code 

• 

/ 

(2) Do these act as sufficient indu- ·- ·-

inducements to the cultivators 
on whose field you want to 
lay the demonstration plots? .. -0 

• OQ 

Other materials or assistance Code 

4.4 Do you give any other materials 
or assistance (cement, tagavi,etc.) 

1 on higher priority basis to cui-. 
tivators of demonstration plots? 

2 If yes, state the details .. 
3 



-- .. -· 

I 

ltem Code 

-4.5 In your opinion, do the cultivators 
of demonstration plot take, by 
and large, keen interest in the 
matter 7 .. 

• 
Item Code 

4.6 Do you think you can give suffi-
cient time for all the effort involv- ' 
ed in Demonstration Programmes? -~ 

4.7 Do you prepare any written plan for 
the demonstration plot 7 .. -

4.8 Do you think demonstration plots 
serve the purpose at this stage 
of the Community Development 
Programme ? .. 

'' 
• 



•.,:-i"<t!•. 

.. --·'o# 

I 
. 

I 4.9 What .types of d~~onstration plots 
Crop Code Type I Code l Priority 

are, m your opm10n most required 
' to-day in your circle 'l 1 

2 "'-....... 
-·- --

3 
t 

I -

4.10 Among the different types in vou- Type I Code 
r 

Reasons for redundancy I Code 
_, 

Priority 

ge in your circle, for which types 
is the demonstration plot progra-

1 1 rome almost redundant 'l .. 
' 

J -3 -0 

----I 

2 1 

2 

3 

3 1 

2 

3 



4.11 Do the cultivators of the demon
stration plots seek technical gui
dance on their own ? 

Item Code 

----------------------------------------------------------------------- ------
4.12 Do you think they carry out the 

instructions for common treat
ment etc. given by you, E. 0. 
(Agri.) etc. ? 

4.13 Do you or any other Block offi
cial select the plot once the cul
tivators agree to have a demon-. 

- · · strati on plot on his field ? •• 

4.14 If the cultivator himself- selects 
the plot, does the selected plot 
meet your requirements ? •• 

--------~--~-------------~---··=-~-1--------------=---------~------~----~~~~--------I I Order of 
If not, in which respects do you 
find them. deficient 7 

4.1S Code importance 

I I 
Deficiency 

1 

·• 
. I I 

- .... _·-- .. ··---·-.., -· . - . 
3. t I 

4.16 Are the demonstration plots super• 
_vised ? If yes, by whom ? . :: 

c· 
\ 

~··· 

Supervision by · 

I 
D.A.O. l __ B.D.C. .. 

• ·- · -E. 0. (Agri)- . -

Code 

---



- ... -- --

4.17 Do you think such supervision Item Code -- . .. . . . -
needs to be intensified?. · .. 

. , 
. . .. 

. 
/ 

·- .. 

4.18 If yes, state which officer(s) should Officer (designation) Code 

do more intensive supervision. . . -. ' 

V RECORD --N 

5.1 Do you keep regular record of the Item Code 

demonstration plots, every agri-
cultural season ? .. 

5.2 How are these records useful in Usefulness I Priority Code 

your work ? 
No. .. 



... 
r 
01 

Item I Codo 

S.3 Do you maintain detailed accounts 
of receipts, yield, inputs like 
labour, bullock and human, irri· . . 
gation, etc ? . . . 

. . 
5.4 /ue there any written instructions 

in this regard from higher 
authorities ? .. 

~ 

' : --5.S Have you complied with these . w 

instructions ? .. 

Item Co do 

5.6 If you have not complied with ' 
these instructions, state which 
ones you did not comply and rea-
sons for no~-compliance. .. 

: 
, ~ 

' '' 



VI VISITS TO THE DEMONSTRATION PLOTS 
v 

6.1 How are visits to demonstration I Priority I 
plots arranged generally ? (self, Mode No. Code 

through Village Panchayat, Co- -
.. operative Society, Farm Club 

Youth c;Jub, Village meeting; n~ / 

systematic arrangement, through ' E. 0. (Agri), B. D. O.l · .. ' 

6.2 Apart from you, do any other offi- Item l Code 
cials, or villagers of status gene-
rally remain present ? If yes, .. 
name them. . . 

. --..j::o. 

.. Type of demonstration ~ 
Code 

Pnority I 
6.3 What particular aspects of the de- plot(Crop-type combina- Aspect No. Code 

J:l?-Onstration plot do you empha- · tion). 

~1se at the time of visit ?. .. 1 1 
2 
3 

2 1 
2 . 3 

I 

I 
3 1 

2 
3 



6.4 In your opinion. do you think the 
visitors take interest in the demon-

Item I Code 

stration plot 1 .. 
1 

-
' 

6.5 What different aspects weigh with 
you in selecting persons for the 

Aspects I Code 

visit of the demonstration plot? 
·. r .. t ·. l, , • ~ : '\ 

' ' ~ .,. -.. .. 
!• .. ! 

•. ' 
... ,, . .. 

' 
., 

I 6.6 What is the usual size of the group -·. - .. --· •.. Item Code 
of visitors 1 .. -· -v. 

' - .. . 
' : . 

I No. of visits arranged 
- . .. ---. . --

Kharif ;. t Rabi i I Total . .. 

6.7 How many visits were arranged J 

during 1960-61 and 1961-62 1 196()-61 I .. . . 
. . 

1961-62 .. - . ---- ·-· ····-. -· 

- 't· 

- r 



vu FOLLOW - UP 

7 .1 What further action do you take Further Action ·Code 
after the harvest of the crop on the .. 

·' demonstration plot ? .. 1 

.. 2 
. ' ,, 3 .. -

Item :Code. 

7.2 Do you know of the farmer having 
a demonstration plot on his field 
in 1960-61 has adopted this im-
proved practice in 1961-62 ? .. 

. . 

Whether adopted the 
7.3 If yes, state the following details Demonstration plot improved practice in 

Code. in 1960-61. 1961-62 or not ? for your selected villages. .. (cultivator's name.) (yes or no) 

1 

2 

3 

/ 



I 
i 

i 
I 
j 

I 

7.4 

1.S 

I 

7.6 

If you are keepi.Dg a record of visi· 
tors to the demonstration plots 
for 1960-61 have you ascertained 
if they have adopted the impro· 
ved practice in 1961-62 ? •• 

If yes, state whether majority, only 
a few or about SO% of these 
cultivators-visitors adopted these 
demonstrated improved practices 
In 1961-62 ? If possible give 
no. visiting in 1960-61 and of 
them no. adopting in 1961-62 .. 

. 
If only a small number of visitors 

adopted demonstrated impro· 
ved practices, in 1961-62, in your 
opinion, what are the reasons for 
non-adoption by a large number 
of visitors 1 •• 

Yes or No I Co do 

--

No. of ~Uluvator-VISJtors I Of the DO. VISIUDg m 
who visited demonstration 1960-61, No. of cultivator 
plot in 1960-61 visitors adopting in 1961-62 

\ 

\ --~ 
1 Priority 1 Reason• Codo 

No. 

I ' 


